Doctor Who Series Highlights
This is my attempt at trying to figure out the "must see" episodes of Doctor Who. Obviously, as a super fan, I wouldn't
recommend missing any episode (not one line), since it is a well-established fact that the worst episode of Doctor Who is
still the best thing on television at any given moment.
I have been compiling this list for the last several years as a guide to my goal of obtaining all of the episodes on DVD. Since
I knew it would take me a long while to accomplish this by simply purchasing one or two DVD's per month*, I wanted to
make sure that if I ever needed to abandon the quest that I would at least have the good ones. So, I searched for a way to
semi-objectively rank all of the episodes from best to worst.
For ranking the episodes, I wanted to find sites that used the votes of as many people as possible in coming up with a score
for each story. While there are several examples of a single reviewer compiling a “best-to-worst” list, I didn't want one
person's opinion but as many as possible.
I found four sites that met this criteria:
•
•
•
•

The Global Episode Opinion Survey (GEOS), which is a survey of over 90 current and classic genre TV shows,
including everything from Alias to Xena: Warrior Princess.
Doctor Who Dynamic Rankings, a site that has been surveying every Doctor Who episode, including spinoffs
like Torchwood and the Sarah Jane Adventures since 1995.
TV.com, an online community of TV watchers that includes pretty much every television show past or present.
The Internet Movie Database (IMDb), a site that, since 1990, has invited internet users to rate and rank every
movie and television program ever made.

Each of these sites uses a 1-10 scale for its ratings. However, while the average rating for a story on GEOS is 7.6, it is 8.4
on TV.com and only 6.6 on Dynamic Rankings. So, I chose to use the average for one site (Dynamic Rankings) and
normalize the other sites to it. Then, each story's normalized ratings are averaged together to produce a final score for the
episode. Each episode's rating is then compared as a percentage of the top rated story. Any story within 90 percent of the top
story's rating gets an “A” grade. Any story between 80 and 89 percent of the top story gets a “B” and so on.
This guide contains every episode where a significant event occurs (the Doctor regenerates, a companion appears or leaves,
etc.), plus those non-event episodes with an “A” or “B” letter grade. I also included the entirety of seasons 16 (The Quest
for the Key to Time) and 23 (The Trial of a Time Lord), because they essentially represent a single story. I could have done
that with all of the New Series seasons, I suppose, since they are heavy on the story arc, but most of the episodes from those
seasons are already included due to their high quality. I don't think you will miss any significant plot point by skipping
“Fear Her” or “The Curse of the Black Spot.” (And, like I said, if you choose to watch every episode made and ignore this
list, you'll be a better Whovian.)
The titles for the seasons and the episode synopses are from A Brief History of Time (Travel).
WARNING: The episode descriptions contain spoilers! If you wish to watch these for the first time without knowing key
plot points, you should use the Episode List at the end of this document as a guide.
A list at the end of this document gives a chronological order of stories to watch. There is also a separate list of just the “A”
grade episodes in case you are pressed for time or don't care to sit through “The Twin Dilemma” simply because it's got the
first appearance of the Sixth Doctor.
With 50 years worth of TV stories (not to mention books, audio adventures, comics and spin-offs), the Doctor Who universe
is overflowing with history. Once you get hooked, you're going to want to soak it all in, and a good place to wander about is
the TARDIS Data Core, the Doctor Who Wiki. Links to all of the source sites and other places with Who goodies are
provided at the end of this document.

*

No, I'm still not done. As of this writing, I still have 35 or so to go.
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The First Doctor, William Hartnell (1963-1966)
Season 1 - Into the Vortex
Companions: Susan Foreman (the Doctor's granddaughter), Ian Chesterton (Susan's science teacher from 1963 London),
Barbara Wright (Susan's history teacher from 1963 London)
“An Unearthly Child” (C) - Schoolteachers Ian Chesterton and Barbara Wright decide to follow a strange pupil, Susan
Foreman, home one night. “Home” turns out to be a time machine -- the TARDIS -- whose outer appearance of a
battered blue police box leads to a dizzyingly immense futuristic interior. The TARDIS is owned by Susan's
grandfather, the Doctor, and the two are really alien wanderers in time and space. To prevent Ian and Barbara from
revealing what they've discovered, the Doctor makes his temperamental machine leave 1963 England, only to land
in the era of the caveman. Captured by natives, the four must escape back to the TARDIS before they are sacrificed
by a tribe which is trying to regain the secret of making fire. (Also known as “100,000 B.C.”) Ian and Barbara
join the Doctor and Susan in their travels.
“The Daleks” (B) - As the Doctor tries in vain to return Ian and Barbara to their own time, the companions find themselves
on the planet Skaro. Skaro is home to two races, both mutated in a long-ago war. The Thals are now beautiful and
peace-loving, while the Daleks are evil monsters housed inside robotic traveling machines. The Thals have come to
the Dalek city to make amends with their long-ago enemies, but the Daleks secretly plot to exterminate the entire
Thal race. (The serial's actual title is The Mutants, generally unused to avoid confusion with the later story of the
same name. Also occasionally referred to as The Dead Planet.) Introduction to the Daleks.
“Marco Polo” (B) - The TARDIS lands in 1289 China. There it is seized by famed explorer Marco Polo, who intends to
present it as a gift to Kublai Khan, in the hope that it will win him his freedom. The Doctor, Susan, Ian and Barbara
must accompany Polo as he travels across the desert to the court in Peking, and at the same time unearth the
malevolent plotting of Tegana, an agent of a rival warlord whose mission is to assassinate the Khan. (All seven
episodes are missing.)
“The Aztecs” (B) - In 1430 South America, Barbara is mistaken by the Aztecs as the reincarnation of the High Priest
Yetaxa. Now regarded as a living deity, Barbara must decide whether or not to change history and end the Aztec
practice of human sacrifice. But the high priest Tlotoxl schemes to disprove Barbara's divinity, threatening both
Ian, who is to fight an Aztec warrior, and Susan, who has been chosen to wed a sacrificial victim. And how will the
Doctor react to Barbara's decision?
Season 2 - Flight Through Eternity
Companions: Susan, Ian, Barbara, Vicki (an orphan from the 25th century), Steven Taylor (a space pilot)
“The Dalek Invasion of Earth” (B) - The Doctor, Susan, Ian and Barbara find themselves on Earth in the mid-22nd
century... and the Daleks have invaded. Now the streets of London are stalked by the Daleks' mind-controlled
human puppets, the Robomen, while more terrible monsters roam the countryside. Allying themselves with a small
band of freedom fighters, the companions try to reclaim the planet for humankind, and discover the true purpose of
the Daleks' mining operations in Bedfordshire. Susan stays behind with rebel David Campbell.
"The Rescue" (C) - On the planet Dido in the year 2493, the Doctor, Ian and Barbara discover the indigenous civilization
has been eradicated. Furthermore, the entire crew of a crashed Earth spaceship has been murdered, with the
exception of the crippled Bennett and the orphan Vicki, who are being terrorized by the monstrous Koquillion. But
who is Koquillion, and what are his true motives? Vicki joins the TARDIS crew.
“The Romans” (B) - Whilst vacationing in AD 64 Rome, Ian and Barbara are kidnapped and sold as slaves. Ian ends up on
a doomed galley ship, while Barbara becomes a handmaiden in Nero's palace pursued by the lusty Caesar himself.
Meanwhile, unaware of their friends' plight, the Doctor and Vicki become caught up in the events culminating in
the Great Fire of Rome.
"The Chase" (C) - The Daleks manage to construct their own time machine and begin pursuing the TARDIS across time
and space with the singular intent of capturing and killing the Doctor, Ian, Barbara and Vicki. The chase brings the
time travelers to a dying desert planet, the Empire State Building, the Mary Celeste, a haunted house, and finally
Mechanus, a planet dominated by robotic Mechonoids from which they may never escape. Barbara and Ian
return to their own time in the Dalek time machine while space pilot Steven Taylor joins the Doctor and Vicki.
“The Time Meddler” (B) - The TARDIS brings the Doctor, Vicki and Steven to 1066 England, just prior to the Battle of
Hastings. There they discover that the Meddling Monk, a time-traveling member of the Doctor's own race, has
been interfering with history. The Monk is attempting to use advanced technology to change the outcome of the
Battle, wielding modern weaponry to defeat William the Conqueror, and hence irrevocably alter Earth's future.
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Season 3 - Turbulence
Companions: Vicki, Steven, Katarina (a Trojan handmaiden), Sara Kingdom (an agent of Space Special
Security in the 41st century), Dorothea "Dodo" Chaplet (a mid-sixties British schoolgirl), Polly (a young
secretary in 1966 London), Ben Jackson (a merchant seaman from 1966)
"The Myth Makers" (C) - The TARDIS takes its occupants to ancient Greece, during the siege of Troy. The Doctor is
mistaken for the god Zeus, while Vicki is captured and taken inside the walls of the besieged city. The Doctor must
match wits with the suspicious Odysseus, while Vicki tries to escape the fate that history has decreed for the
Trojans. (All four episodes are missing.) Vicki remains with Trojan warrior Troilus; handmaiden Katarina helps a
wounded Steven into the TARDIS.
"The Daleks' Master Plan" (B) - On Kembel, the Doctor finds a message left by Marc Cory, detailing the Daleks' plan to
use a time destructor to take over the universe. The Doctor steals the taranium core needed to fuel the destructor,
and is then pursued across time and space by the Daleks. The Doctor's ally, Space Security Service agent Bret
Vyon, is killed by his own sister, Sara Kingdom, at the orders of Mavic Chen, the traitorous Guardian of the Solar
System. It is up to the Doctor to convince Sara of the truth of her misguided allegiance, and avoid an apocalyptic
triple threat in the form of Chen, the Daleks, and the time destructor. (Also frequently referred to as The Daleks'
Masterplan. Episodes one, three, four, six through nine, eleven and twelve are missing.) Katarina sacrifices
herself to save the Doctor and Steven; Sara becomes a TARDIS traveler but is slain by the time destructor.
"The Massacre of St. Bartholomew's Eve" (B) - The Doctor and Steven find themselves in 1572 France, just prior to the
mass slaughter of the Protestant Huguenots by Catherine de Medici. While the Doctor goes to visit apothecary
Charles Preslin, Steven becomes embroiled in the lives of several prominent Huguenots, and must come to terms
with the Doctor's unwillingness to alter history to stop the imminent massacre. (Also frequently referred to as The
Massacre. All four episodes are missing.) In 1966, schoolgirl Dodo Chaplet accidentally stumbles into the
TARDIS.
"The Savages" (C) - The TARDIS lands on an apparently idyllic planet inhabited by the advanced Elders and the barbaric
Savages. Dodo and Steven discover that something is wrong in this paradise: the Elders are fueling their wondrous
culture by draining the life energy from the Savages. Worse still, the Elder leader, Jano, is eager to gain the life
energy of one person in particular: the Doctor. (All four episodes are missing.) Steven leaves his companions to
mediate between the Elders and the Savages.
"The War Machines" (C) - Arriving in 1966 London, the Doctor and Dodo are excited to see that construction of the Post
Office Tower has been completed. Visiting the building, they are introduced to WOTAN, an incredible new
computer designed to link up with other computers worldwide. But little does anyone suspect, WOTAN has
become sentient and is using its abilities to take hypnotic control of its creators. Its mission is not to serve
mankind, but rather to eradicate it, so that artificial life can become the new dominant life form on Earth. Dodo
leaves to convalesce; seaman Ben Jackson and his friend Polly board the TARDIS while attempting to return the
Doctor's spare key.
Season 4 - Wearing A Bit Thin
Companions: Polly and Ben
"The Tenth Planet" (B) - The TARDIS lands near an international tracking station in Antarctica. The year is 1986, and the
Doctor, Polly and Ben are just in time to witness the arrival in the solar system of Mondas, a planet which is the
mirror image of Earth. Soon, Mondas' natives, the Cybermen -- humans who have replaced much of their living
tissue with cybernetic attachments -- invade the tracking station, as Mondas begins to drain the Earth of its energy.
The time travelers must stop the process before the Cybermen begin to convert all humanity into creatures like
themselves... but something is very wrong with the Doctor. (Episode four is missing.) First appearance of the
Cybermen. The increasingly frail Doctor stumbles into the TARDIS and regenerates into his second incarnation.
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The Second Doctor, Patrick Troughton (1966-1969)
Season 4 - Renewal
Companions: Polly, Ben, Jamie McCrimmon (a young Scottish piper during the Highland uprising in 1746), Victoria
Waterfield (an orphan from 1866 England whose father was murdered by the Daleks)
"The Power of the Daleks" (B) - Still suspicious of the younger man claiming to be the Doctor, Ben and Polly discover
that the TARDIS has landed on the Earth colony Vulcan. There, a scientist named Lesterson has unearthed a
crashed capsule containing the inert forms of three Daleks. The Doctor is horrified to learn that Lesterson has
reactivated them, intending for them to serve the colony's populace. But the time travelers soon discover that the
Daleks have a far more malevolent agenda. (All six episodes are missing.) First appearance of the Second Doctor.
"The Highlanders" (C) - The TARDIS materializes in 1746 Scotland following the defeat of Bonnie Prince Charlie. There,
the Doctor, Polly and Ben meet the McLarens and their piper, Jamie McCrimmon, who are being hunted by the
English. The time travelers soon discover that a crooked solicitor named Grey is attempting to sell the Highlanders
as slaves in the West Indies... and they are to be amongst the first shipment. (All four episodes are missing.) Jamie
sneaks on board the TARDIS and joins the Doctor.
"The Faceless Ones" (B) - Arriving back in 1966 London at Gatwick Airport, the Doctor, Polly, Ben and Jamie soon learn
of mysterious disappearances which have occurred with alarming frequency at the airport. To make matters worse,
Ben and Polly also vanish, and a perfect duplicate of Polly appears claiming never to have met the Doctor or
Jamie. The Doctor soon learns of the true force at work: the Chameleons, faceless aliens who are attempting to
steal the identities of the kidnapped commuters and take over the Earth. (Episodes two and four through six are
missing.) Having arrived back on present-day Earth, Ben and Polly decide to leave the Doctor.
"The Evil of the Daleks" (B) - The TARDIS is stolen from Gatwick Airport, and the Doctor and Jamie pursue it through a
time corridor back to 1866. There, they are captured by the Daleks, who are ostensibly trying to isolate the Human
Factor, that which makes mankind truly human. But with the help of scientist Edward Waterfield, whose daughter
Victoria is held hostage by the Daleks, the Doctor discovers his old enemies are actually searching for the Dalek
Factor... which they intend to imprint upon every human in history. (Episodes one and three through seven are
missing.) Orphaned after her father is murdered by the Daleks, Victoria leaves with the Doctor and Jamie.
Season 5 - Monstrous Encounters
Companions: Jamie, Victoria, Zoe Heriot (a brilliant astrophysicist from the 21st century), Col. Alistair Gordon
Lethbridge-Stewart (head of the United Nations Intelligence Task Force, UNIT)
“The Tomb of the Cybermen” (B) - The Doctor, Jamie and Victoria land on the desert planet Telos, where an
archaeological expedition from Earth has also arrived. The scientists are searching for the fabled tombs to which
the dying Cybermen removed themselves many years earlier. The Doctor is adamant that his old enemies be left in
hibernation, but two members of the research team, the Logicians Klieg and Kaftan, have plans to use the
Cybermen to help them dominate the galaxy.
“The Abominable Snowmen” (B) - The Doctor is delighted when the TARDIS lands near a monastery in Tibet because it
means he can return the monks' sacred ghanta which he took with him for safekeeping centuries earlier. But all is
not well at the monastery: there is disharmony amongst the monks, and the countryside is overrun by robotic Yeti.
Soon, the Doctor finds himself accused of murder, whilst an extra-dimensional force called the Great Intelligence
prepares to return to Earth... using one of the Doctor's friends as a vessel. (Episodes one and three through six are
missing.)
“The Ice Warriors” (B) - In the year 3000, the Earth is on the brink of a new Ice Age, as the countries of the world are
buried beneath mammoth glaciers. The Doctor, Jamie and Victoria arrive in England as a small team of scientists
desperately tries to hold back the ice. But a new threat comes when an ancient spaceship is discovered frozen in the
glacier. Soon its crew, the warlike Ice Warriors from Mars, reawaken and become intent on delivering themselves
from the planet, at any cost. (Episodes two and three of this story are missing.)
"The Web of Fear" (A) - The TARDIS materializes in modern-day London, where the Doctor, Jamie and Victoria
discover the city deserted and covered in a weird web-like substance. Meeting up with the military and Colonel
Lethbridge-Stewart in the London Underground, they learn that the Great Intelligence and its Yeti are active once
again. And this time, the Intelligence's main goal is none other than the possession of the mind of the Doctor. First
appearance of Col. Lethbridge-Stewart
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"Fury from the Deep" (B) - On the North Sea coast in the modern day, the Doctor, Jamie and Victoria learn of a series of
mishaps and strange occurrences which has been plaguing the oil refineries. They soon find that a form of
intelligent seaweed is rising up from the seabed, attempting to take over humanity -- and the invasion has already
begun. (All six episodes are missing.) Victoria decides to stay behind to be adopted by the Harrises, who helped
the time travelers defeat the Weed.
"The Wheel in Space" (C) - The Cybermen attempt another invasion of Earth by first taking out a preliminary defense
station called the Wheel. The space wheel's astrophysicist, Zoe Heriot, sneaks on board the TARDIS to join the
Doctor and Jamie.
Season 6 - Running Out of Time
Companions: Jamie, Zoe, Lethbridge-Stewart, John Benton (UNIT soldier)
“The Mind Robber” (B) - After an emergency dematerialization, the TARDIS lands in a weird white void. Drawn out of
the time machine, the Doctor, Jamie and Zoe find themselves in a surreal world where imagination has become
reality, populated with characters out of folklore and literature. And the mysterious overlord of this Land of Fiction
desires the Doctor's company... forever.
“The Invasion” (B) - With the help of the newly-formed United Nations Intelligence Taskforce (UNIT), led by their old
friend Lethbridge-Stewart -- newly promoted to Brigadier -- the Doctor, Jamie and Zoe discover that businessman
Tobias Vaughn has been conspiring with the Cybermen. Partially cybernised himself, Vaughn plans to give the
Earth over to the Cybermen unless the Doctor can stop him... but the Cybermen have already arrived.
“The Seeds of Death” (B) - It is the 21st century, and all transportation on Earth is provided by T-Mat, a matter
teleportation system operated from the moon. But as the Doctor, Jamie and Zoe arrive, the T-Mat station is taken
over by the Ice Warriors. The Martians plan to turn the Earth into a new Mars by spreading special seeds over the
planet which will alter the Earth's climate, and T-Mat is to be the method by which their horrible plan will be
accomplished.
"The War Games" (A) - The Doctor, Jamie and Zoe believe the TARDIS has brought them back to Earth, in the midst of
World War One. But it soon becomes apparent that they are nowhere of the sort. In fact, a race of aliens has been
kidnapping soldiers from various points in the Earth's history and transporting them to another planet, with the
intention of using them to form the greatest army the universe has ever seen. At the helm of this plot is the War
Chief, a renegade Time Lord like the Doctor. To stop him, the Doctor may be forced to call upon his own people
and give up his wandering in time and space forever. The Time Lords return Jamie and Zoe to their own times and
force the Doctor to regenerate into his third incarnation as punishment.
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The Third Doctor, Jon Pertwee (1970-1974)
Season 7 - Exiled to Earth
Companions: Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart, Liz Shaw (Cambridge scientist from 1970)
"Spearhead from Space" (B) - The newly-regenerated Doctor is exiled to modern-day Earth by the Time Lords, where he
becomes attached to the British branch of UNIT as their scientific adviser, ostensibly taking orders from Brigadier
Lethbridge-Stewart. Aided by Liz Shaw, the Doctor's first task is to investigate a shower of mysterious meteorites
which landed in the countryside. The Time Lord discovers that these are no ordinary meteorites: in fact, the plasticcontrolling Nestenes have landed, intending to use their automated servants, the Autons, to take over the Earth.
First appearance of the Third Doctor. Cambridge scientist Liz Shaw joins UNIT as the Doctor's assistant.
“The Silurians” (B) - UNIT is called in when a nuclear reactor on Wenley Moor starts experiencing strange power
disruptions. The Doctor discovers that the activation of the reactor has accidentally awakened the Earth's original
civilized inhabitants, the reptilian Silurians, who have lain in suspended animation underground for millennia.
Now, the Silurians wish to reclaim their planet, and unleash a deadly virus which will engulf mankind.
“The Ambassadors of Death” (B) - When a manned mission to Mars returns to Earth, it soon becomes apparent that the
three beings who disembark are not the ship's astronauts. The Doctor realizes that the crew have made contact with
an alien force on the Red Planet, but his investigations are interrupted when the aliens masquerading as the
astronauts are kidnapped by someone who knows them of old. (Episode one is retained in its original color, while
episodes two to seven have been recolorised, as the original prints are missing.)
"Inferno" (A) - Project Inferno is designed to drill down through the Earth's core, where it will release a powerful new
energy source called Stahlman's Gas, named after the project's director. But the Doctor realizes that unleashing
Stahlman's Gas will have horrible consequences for the planet, and indeed his fears are confirmed when a
substance oozing up from the drill shaft begins mutating men into bestial Primords. Before the Doctor can do
anything to stop Stahlman, however, a power surge in the TARDIS console sends him to a hostile parallel universe
where Project Inferno is nearing completion. Liz leaves UNIT to return to Cambridge.
Season 8 - Enter -- The Master
Companions: Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart, Sergeant Benton, Josephine "Jo" Grant (the Doctor's new assistant at UNIT),
Captain Mike Yates (2nd in command at UNIT)
"The Terror of the Autons" (B) - The Doctor is warned of a new threat to the Earth: the evil renegade Time Lord known
as the Master has arrived. The Master has allied himself with the Nestene Consciousness and has once again paved
the way for an Auton presence on Earth. The Doctor and his new assistant, Jo Grant, must stop the Nestenes for a
second time -- but this time with the knowledge that the Doctor is going head to head with a being who is quite
possibly his true equal. First appearance of The Master. Jo Grant joins UNIT as the Doctor's new assistant.
“The Mind of Evil” (B) - The Master, posing as Professor Keller, has created a device he purports will remove the negative
impulses from the brains of convicted criminals. The Keller Machine in fact contains an alien mind parasite which
turns the convicts into servants of the Master. With their help, the evil Time Lord hijacks a nerve missile, with
which he intends to hold a world peace conference hostage. (This story is only available in black and white as the
original prints are missing.)
“The Daemons” (B) - The Master poses as the new vicar in the rural community of Devil's End, just as an archaeologist
begins work on opening an ancient barrow near the village. Despite the Doctor's attempts to stop the work, a
Daemon named Azal is released from dormancy within the barrow. A member of an ancient alien race who guided
nascent human life on Earth, Azal has remained behind to judge humanity's worthiness. But the Master will stop at
nothing to seize Azal's tremendous power.
Season 9 - A Galactic Yo-Yo
Companions: Jo, Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart
“Day of the Daleks” (B) - The Doctor is alerted to a disturbance in the time stream when guerrillas from the 22nd century
appear. Their goal is to assassinate Sir Reginald Styles, who is about to host an important international peace
conference. The Doctor learns that Styles is destined to blow up the conference, instigating World War Three. As a
result, Earth two hundred years in the future is dominated by one race: the Daleks, aided by their brutish foot
soldiers, the Ogrons.
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“The Curse of Peladon” (B) - The Doctor and Jo are sent by the Time Lords to Peladon, a planet attempting join the
interstellar Federation. Someone is sabotaging the negotiations, however, and the Doctor suspects it is the Ice
Warrior delegates. But as the mystery deepens and the body count mount, the Doctor may prove to be disastrously
mistaken.
“The Sea Devils” (B) - The Master escapes from incarceration and allies himself with the newly-awakened Sea Devils, the
aquatic cousins of the Silurians, who have also lain dormant for aeons in suspended animation. With an army of
Sea Devils at the Master's command as he seeks to conquer the Earth, the Doctor soon realizes that even with the
backing of the British navy, there may be no stopping his arch-foe this time.
Season 10 - A Return to Wandering
Companions: Jo, Brigadier Lethbridge-Stewart
“The Three Doctors” (B) - The Time Lords' energy is being drained through a black hole, so all three Doctors are
summoned to investigate. While the First Doctor advises them from the TARDIS scanner, the Second and Third
Doctors travel through the black hole. They discover that Omega, a long-lost pioneer of Time Lord history, is
imprisoned therein. Believing he has been abandoned, Omega -- now wielding supreme power over the anti-matter
universe within the black hole -- is determined to destroy the Time Lords, and force the Doctors to remain within
the black hole in his place.
“Carnival of Monsters” (B) - With the Doctor once again free to wander in time and space, the TARDIS brings him and Jo
to a cargo ship. The Doctor believes it is the 1920s, until he learns that the boat is one which history records as
having disappeared without a trace. It soon becomes clear that they are in fact trapped within an outlawed
Miniscope, which holds prisoner a menagerie of oblivious creatures from across time and space.
“Frontier in Space” (B) - The Earth Federation is on the brink of war with the rival Draconian Empire. When the Doctor
and Jo arrive, they discover someone is trying to inflame the tensions between the two space powers. They quickly
learn that the culprit is the Master, but before they can deal with him, the evil Time Lord has them framed as
Draconian spies. Worse still, the Master is not working alone...
"The Green Death" (B) - Waste from a chemical plant, Global Chemicals, in Wales has mutated the local insects, turning
them into deadly giant monsters. With the aid of a team of local ecologists, the Doctor and Jo set about stopping
the monsters and the environmental destruction being wrought by the refinery. But when Mike Yates goes in
undercover, he discovers that Global Chemicals' director is not just unscrupulous: he's inhuman. Jo leaves UNIT
to marry ecologist Professor Clifford Jones.
Season 11 - Facing Fears
Companions: Sarah Jane Smith (journalist from the early 1970's)
"The Time Warrior" (B) - UNIT is called in when scientists begin disappearing and, with the help of journalist Sarah Jane
Smith, the Doctor discovers they are being abducted into the past. Traveling to the Middle Ages, the Doctor learns
that a Sontaran, Linx, has crash landed on the planet and allied himself with a cutthroat brigand named Irongron,
who has been using Linx's alien weaponry to terrorize the countryside. Sarah Jane decides to accompany the
Doctor.
"Planet of the Spiders" (B) - Mutant Spiders rule the planet Metebelis Three in the far future, holding a regressive Earth
colony in a grip of fear. The leader of the Spiders, the mammoth Great One, is constructing a device using
Metebelis' powerful blue crystals which will increase her mental powers a million-fold. But the Doctor is in
possession of the last crystal, and soon he and Sarah find themselves pursued by the Spiders and their human
agents. Suffering from fatal radiation poisoning, the Doctor regenerates into his fourth incarnation.
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The Fourth Doctor, Tom Baker (1974-1981)
Season 12 - Bohemian Rhapsody
Companions: Sarah Jane, Lt. Harry Sullivan (UNIT surgeon)
"Robot" (C) - When the secret plans to a disintegrator gun are stolen by what appears to have been some kind of giant
robot, the newly-regenerated Doctor is quickly called in to investigate. The trail leads to a group of right-wing
scientists at the Think-tank facility, who are seeking to use the robot and the disintegrator gun to impose their
edicts on humanity. As the situation escalates, Sarah Jane may prove to be the Doctor's only means of influencing
the robot. First appearance of the Fourth Doctor. Surgeon Lieutenant Harry Sullivan of UNIT leaves in the
TARDIS with the Doctor and Sarah.
“The Ark in Space” (B) - The TARDIS brings the Doctor, Sarah and Harry to the Nerva Beacon in the far future, where
the remnants of humanity have been placed in suspended animation because of the risk of deadly solar flares on
Earth. The humans have overslept by millennia, however, due to the incursion of the insect-like Wirrn. More Wirrn
are gestating within Noah, the Beacon's leader, and as Noah starts to succumb to the alien influence, the human
race faces imminent extinction.
“The Sontaran Experiment” (B) - The Doctor agrees to transmat down to Earth to make sure everything is okay before
the Nerva survivors begin to reclaim their planet. There, he, Sarah Jane and Harry discover the presence of a
Sontaran named Styre, who is performing cruel experiments on a band of captive humans. Styre's goal is to
discover the weaknesses of the human body -- weaknesses the Sontarans will then exploit in their quest to
dominate the universe.
"Genesis of the Daleks" (A) - The Time Lords intercept the Doctor, Sarah and Harry as they transmat back to Nerva, and
send them to Skaro in the distant past in order to prevent the creation of the Daleks. There they discover the
planet's two native races, the Kaleds and the Thals, are nearing the climax of the Thousand Year War. As the
conflict reaches its terrible conclusion, Sarah discovers that a disfigured Kaled scientist named Davros has already
accomplished what the time travelers were sent to stop: the genesis of the Daleks. First appearance of Davros.
Season 13 - A Gothic Aspect
Companions: Sarah Jane and Harry
"Terror of the Zygons" (B) - The Brigadier summons the Doctor back to Earth to investigate mysterious goings-on around
Loch Ness in Scotland. The Doctor, Sarah Jane and Harry discover that the Loch Ness Monster is no myth -- in
fact, it is really the Skarasen, a cybernetic reptile used as a servant by shape-shifting aliens known as the Zygons.
The Zygons are paving the way for an invasion of Earth, and have already used their powers to infiltrate the local
authorities. Harry decides to stay behind on Earth.
“Planet of Evil” (B) - The Doctor and Sarah land on Zeta Minor, at the very edge of the universe. A scientific team led by
Professor Sorenson is being terrified by an anti-matter monster, a situation which deteriorates when Sorenson takes
a sample of anti-matter off-planet. The Doctor must stop Sorenson, who has begun mutating into a Jekyll-andHyde-like anti-man, and restore the balance on Zeta Minor before death comes calling for them all.
“Pyramids of Mars” (A) - It is 1911, and the TARDIS lands in the home of sibling scientists Laurence and Marcus
Scarman. Laurence desperately needs the Doctor's help, since his brother has been behaving very oddly ever since
returning from an archaeological dig in Egypt. To confuse matters further, Laurence has begun detecting strange
radio signals from the surface of Mars. The Doctor discovers that Marcus has become the avatar on Earth of
Sutekh, a powerful alien Osirian imprisoned centuries earlier by his people for his terrible crimes. Now Sutekh is
using Marcus to regain his freedom, and herald the end of the world.
“The Android Invasion” (B) - The TARDIS seems to have returned the Doctor and Sarah Jane to modern-day England,
but it quickly becomes apparent that something is very wrong: the people behave oddly, the calendar has just one
day on it, coins are all minted from the same date. The time travelers soon realize that they are not on Earth at all,
but on a simulacrum created by the Kraals, who are using the replicated village to help them prepare for their
imminent invasion of Earth.
“The Brain of Morbius” (B) - The Time Lords divert the Doctor and Sarah to Karn. The planet is home to the Sisterhood
of the Flame, whose sacred fire -- which provides an elixir granting them eternal life and is used by the Time Lords
to aid in regenerative crises -- is slowly dying. The Sisterhood believes the Doctor has come to steal the vestiges of
the elixir and has him captured. Also on Karn, meanwhile, is the mad Doctor Solon, who has covertly taken
possession of the brain of Morbius, an evil Time Lord thought to have been executed. Solon is trying to build a
new body for Morbius, and is lacking only a suitable head: the head of a Time Lord.
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"The Seeds of Doom” (A) - An Antarctic expedition unearths two pods which the Doctor recognizes as Krynoids. Once
germinated, the pods will infect humans, turning them into giant carnivorous plants which will quickly overrun the
world. The Doctor and Sarah Jane manage to destroy one Krynoid, but the other is stolen by an insane botanist
named Harrison Chase, who intends to use the alien entity to help plants take over the world.
Season 14 - Savagery
Companions: Sarah Jane, Leela (a far-future human whose culture had regressed to prehistorical standards)
“Masque of Mandragora” (B) - The TARDIS accidentally transports the Mandragora Helix, a malevolent energy being, to
Italy during the Renaissance. There, the Doctor and Sarah Jane become embroiled in court intrigue between the
wicked Count Federico and his nephew, Giuliano. Meanwhile, the Helix gains the loyalty of the twisted astrologer
Hieronymous, and plans to return humanity to the Dark Ages by murdering the great thinkers of the fifteenth
century.
"The Hand of Fear" (B) - An explosion in a quarry unearths a calcified hand, which is inadvertently discovered by Sarah.
The hand contains the consciousness of a silicon-based alien called Eldrad, who seizes control of Sarah's mind and
compels her to break into a nuclear reactor, where he is able to regenerate his entire body. Eldrad then convinces
the Doctor to return him to his home world of Kastria, from which he claims to have been wrongfully exiled. But
there is far more to Eldrad's past than he is letting on... The Doctor receives an urgent summons to Gallifrey and is
forced to leave Sarah behind on Earth.
“The Deadly Assassin” (A) - The President of the High Council of the Time Lords is assassinated, and the Doctor, newly
returned to Gallifrey, is the prime suspect. But the Doctor knows someone is framing him, and must rely on the
help of the reluctant Castellan Kelner to unveil a traitor in the High Council. Ultimately, the trail leads to the dying,
vengeful Master, who wishes to harness the powers of Rassilon's greatest discovery, the mythical Eye of Harmony.
But to do so would mean the destruction of Gallifrey, and to prevent this, the Doctor must risk his life in the surreal
landscape of the Matrix.
"The Face of Evil" (B) - The TARDIS lands on a planet where the population is divided into two warring factions: the
barbaric Sevateem and the brilliant Tesh. The Doctor himself is regarded as a demon by the Sevateem, and to the
Time Lord's consternation, he discovers that a giant carving of the Evil One is in fact a replica of his own head.
With the help of a Sevateem warrior named Leela, the Doctor discovers that the Sevateem god, Xoanon, is really a
schizophrenic computer, whose malfunction is the fault of the Doctor himself. Seeking adventure, Leela leaves
with the Doctor.
“The Robots of Death” (A) - The TARDIS brings the Doctor and Leela to a Sandminer, a giant mining ship. The crew of
the Sandminer is slowly being killed off one by one, and the time travelers are the obvious suspects. But the Doctor
discovers that the impossible is coming true: the Sandminer's robot workers and man servants are responsible for
the deaths, having fallen under the influence of the crazed scientist Taren Capel, who wishes to supplant the human
race with his robotic creations.
“The Talons of Weng-Chiang” (A) - The Doctor and Leela find themselves in Victorian London. Girls are being
kidnapped off the street, ghosts have been sighted in the opera house run by Henry Jago, and giant rats haunt the
London sewers. At the center of the chaos is a mysterious Oriental magician named Li H'sen Chang. Chang serves
a man he believes is the god Weng-Chiang, and is searching for a cabinet lost by his master. The Doctor uncovers
the truth, however -- Weng-Chiang is actually Magnus Greel, a tyrant from the 60th century whose escape back
through time has transformed him into a disfigured monster.
Season 15 - A Lighter Touch
Companions: Leela, K-9 (a mobile computer in the shape of a dog)
“The Horror of Fang Rock” (B) - The TARDIS materializes near a lighthouse on an island in the English Channel, where
a boat carrying several high-society passengers has just capsized. The lighthouse itself has suffered mysterious
energy drains and the death of one of its technicians. The Doctor and Leela discover that a shape-shifting Rutan
has infiltrated the island and is about to summon its mother ship to Earth. As the lighthouse's occupants are killed
off one by one it appears that, this time, the Doctor may be too late to save anyone.
"The Invisible Enemy" (C) - A parasite infects the Doctor whilst the TARDIS is hovering in space, and begins to slowly
take over his mind. While the Doctor places himself in a coma to stall the organism, Leela takes the Time Lord to a
medical facility on Titan in the far future. There, with the help of Professor Marius and his robot dog K-9, Leela
has miniaturized clones of herself and the Doctor created, so that they can travel into the Doctor's brain and take
the battle to the parasite itself. Professor Marius gives K-9 to the Doctor and Leela.
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“Image of the Fendahl” (B) - The activation of a time scanner draws the Doctor, Leela and K-9 to modern-day Earth,
where a team of scientists has uncovered an ancient skull. The skull is that of the Fendahl, a creature which thrives
on death and which was thought to have been destroyed by the Time Lords. One of the scientists, Thea Ransome,
is converted into a host for the Fendahl, and she creates minions -- the deadly Fendahleen -- to deliver her lethal
message across the planet.
“The Sun Makers” (B) - The TARDIS lands on Pluto in the far future, where the Doctor is astonished to find the planet
inhabited by humans and heated by a number of miniature suns. He, Leela and K-9 discover that the human race
has been moved off Earth to do the bidding of the Company, a ruthless intergalactic conglomerate. It is up to the
Doctor to uncover the secret of the Company's head, the Collector, while Leela is sentenced to death by steaming.
"The Invasion of Time" (C) - The Doctor returns to Gallifrey, having become President of the High Council following an
illicit deal with aliens known as the Vardans. He has Leela exiled to the wastes beyond the Capitol, where she
allies herself with outcast Time Lords living as savages. Leela believes the Doctor has turned traitor, but in fact he
is masterminding an elaborate plan to unveil the identity of the Vardans' masters, and foil a scheme to invade
Gallifrey itself. The Doctor becomes President of the High Council. Leela remains on Gallifrey to marry a
Chancellery Guard named Andred. K-9 stays with her, while the Doctor activates K-9 Mark II.
Season 16 - The Quest for the Key to Time
Companions: K-9, the First Romanadvoratrelundar or "Romana" (a Time Lord, student at the Academy)
"The Ribos Operation" (B) - The Doctor is called upon by the White Guardian, the embodiment of order and light, to find
the six disguised segments of the Key To Time -- scattered throughout time and space -- so that the Guardian can
restore the faltering universal balance. To this end, the White Guardian provides the Doctor with a new assistant in
the form of the young Time Lady Romana. Their first destination is Ribos, a medieval-style planet which a con
man named Garron is trying to sell to the megalomaniacal Graff Vynda-K. When the Graff uncovers Garron's
treachery, the crook's assistant, Unstoffe, flees into the monster-infested Catacombs, little realizing that amongst
his possessions is the first segment of the Key To Time. Romana joins the Doctor on his adventures.
“The Pirate Planet” (B) - The Doctor and Romana head to the planet Calufrax in search of the second segment of the Key
To Time. Inexplicably, however, the TARDIS lands on Zanak. The Doctor discovers that Zanak is a pirate planet,
materializing around other worlds and reaping their mineral wealth. The leader of this operation is the crazed
Captain, who is prepared to take Zanak onto its next conquest: Earth.
“The Stones of Blood” (B) - The quest for the third segment of the Key To Time takes the TARDIS to modern-day Earth,
near a stone circle called the Nine Maidens. The circle has been the site of renewed worship of a Druidic goddess
called the Cailleach, and has also attracted the interest of archaeologist Emilia Rumford. When someone tries to
kill Romana, the Doctor realizes that something is amiss at the Nine Maidens, and that the Cailleach may not be
quite as mythical as he believed.
“The Androids of Tara” (B) - While the Doctor has a rest, Romana finds the fourth segment of the Key To Time on Tara,
only to be kidnapped by the villainous Count Grendel. It transpires that Romana is an exact double of Tara's
Princess Strella. Grendel has aspirations to the Taran throne, and has kidnapped Strella in an attempt to force her to
marry him; now he believes he can make Romana pose as Strella and accomplish the deception that way. But the
Doctor allies himself with Reynart, Strella's true love, in a desperate attempt to stop the throne from falling into
Grendel's cruel grasp.
“The Power of Kroll” (C) - For the fifth segment of the Key To Time, the Doctor and Romana travel to the marsh moon of
Delta Magna. There, the time travelers become enmeshed in tensions between the barbaric native Swampies, the
gun-runner Rohm-Dutt, and the crew of a refinery which is trying to drive the Swampies away. In the midst of all
this, the Swampie god, a gargantuan squid named Kroll, is beginning to stir, and even the Doctor will be
defenseless in the wake of the destruction wrought by Kroll.
“The Armageddon Factor” (C) - The Black Guardian, the embodiment of evil and darkness, is closing in as the Doctor,
Romana and K-9 go in search of the sixth and final segment of the Key To Time on the war torn planet Atrios.
Atrios is in a state of perpetual conflict with its neighbor, Zeos, and the planet's entire civilization is being held
together only through the tireless efforts of Princess Astra. But it soon becomes clear that there is more to the
Atrios-Zeos war than meets the eye, and discovering the key to the mystery may become the deciding factor in the
Doctor's quest for the Key To Time.
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Season 17 - The Time Traveler's Guide to the Galaxy
Companions: K-9, the Second Romana
"Destiny of the Daleks" (C) - Having installed a Randomiser in the TARDIS to avoid the attentions of the Black Guardian,
the Doctor and the newly-regenerated Romana find themselves on a bleak planet the Doctor is sure he has visited
before. The two are separated in a cave-in, and Romana finds herself a captive of the Doctor's oldest foes, the
Daleks. The Doctor encounters the Daleks' enemies, the ruthless android Movellans, who reveal that the planet is
in fact Skaro. The Daleks are searching for their long-lost creator, Davros, in an attempt to shatter the stalemate in
the Dalek-Movellan war. Romana regenerates into her second incarnation.
“City of Death” (A) - In modern-day Paris, the Doctor and Romana realize that someone is playing with time. They trace
the disturbances to Count Scarlioni, who is actually one of several fragments of an alien Jagaroth named Scaroth.
Scaroth's ship exploded on primordial Earth, scattering shards of his being throughout history. Now Scaroth has
accumulated the funds and technology to send himself back in time to avert the accident. But the Doctor realizes
that this would prevent the evolution of life on Earth, which was instigated by the explosion.
Season 18 - Change and Decay
Companions: K-9, Romana, Adric (an Alzarian stowaway), Nyssa (daughter of a Trakenite Consul), Tegan Jovanka (an
Australian airline stewardess)
"Full Circle" (B) - Romana is recalled to Gallifrey, but en route the TARDIS is drawn through a Charged Vacuum
Emboitment into another universe, called E-Space. Landing on the planet Alzarius, the Doctor meets a group of
humans who are trying to rebuild their spacecraft -- which crash landed generations ago -- so they can return to
their native Terradon. When Marshmen begin rising from the swamps during the dreaded time of Mistfall,
however, the Doctor realizes that there is something amiss on Alzarius, and begins to unravel a genetic riddle
which stretches back centuries. Adric, a young Alzarian, stows away on board the TARDIS.
“State of Decay” (B) - Still trapped in E-Space, the TARDIS materializes on a medieval planet. The townsfolk live in fear
of the Three Who Rule, who govern from their mighty castle. Investigating, the Doctor discovers that the Three
Who Rule are ancient astronauts who were turned into vampires long ago, and their castle is actually their
spaceship. When Romana and Adric are kidnapped, the Doctor must ally himself with a band of renegade peasants
to stop the resurrection of one of Gallifrey's greatest enemies: the Great Vampire itself.
"Warriors' Gate" (B) - Trying to escape from E-Space, the Doctor, Romana, Adric and K-9 instead land in an eerie white
void whose only feature is a crumbling old keep. Also trapped in the void is a privateering ship captained by the
cruel Rorvik, whose time sensitive pilot, the leonine Tharil Biroc, escapes and lures the Doctor into the keep and
the mirror gateway beyond. There, the Doctor witnesses the rise and fall of the once-mighty Tharil Empire. He
realizes that he must free the Tharils enslaved on the privateering ship and escape through the gateway, before
Rorvik's vengeful actions destroy them all. Romana and K-9 remain in E-Space to help free the captive Tharil
race.
“The Keeper of Traken” (B) - The Union of Traken is governed by a Keeper gifted with the powers of the Source. The
current Keeper is nearing the end of his thousand-year tenure, however, and asks the Doctor and Adric -- who have
escaped from E-Space -- to go to Traken and stop an evil he believes is plotting to destroy the Union. But the
source of the evil, the Melkur, has already infiltrated the Consuls of Traken, and has the Doctor declared a
criminal. Allying himself with Consul Tremas and his daughter, Nyssa, the Time Lord must uncover the true
power behind the Melkur -- someone who knows the Doctor of old.
"Logopolis" (B) - After her aunt is murdered by the Master, an airline stewardess named Tegan Jovanka becomes an
unwitting stowaway aboard the TARDIS as it travels to the planet Logopolis. There, the Doctor discovers that the
Master's interference with the Logopolitans' advanced mathematics has unleashed a wave of entropy which
threatens to consume the entire universe. The two Time Lords enter into an uneasy alliance, together with Adric,
Tegan and Nyssa, who has traveled to Logopolis to confront the Master. Their only hope lies on Earth... but then,
in the moment of greatest crisis, the Master plays his ultimate trump card. The Fourth Doctor, now joined in his
travels by Nyssa and Tegan, falls from the massive Pharos Project telescope and regenerates.
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The Fifth Doctor, Peter Davison (1982-1984)
Season 19 - Mortal Reminders
Companions: Adric, Tegan, Nyssa
"Castrovalva" (B) - While the Doctor retreats to the TARDIS Zero Room to recover from his regeneration, the Master
kidnaps Adric and sends the TARDIS hurtling back in time to the Big Bang, where it will be torn apart. Tegan and
Nyssa manage to save the time machine, and soon find themselves arriving on Castrovalva, a place legendary for
its serene atmosphere. There they hope that the Doctor will be able to recuperate from his recent trauma. But the
Master is lurking on Castrovalva, and it soon becomes clear that he has drawn the time travelers into a trap from
which there may be no escape. First appearance of the Fifth Doctor.
“Kinda” (B) - The TARDIS brings the Doctor, Adric, Nyssa and Tegan to the idyllic jungle world of Deva Loka, which is
being surveyed for possible Earth colonization. Deva Loka is already home to a race of apparent savages, however:
a mysterious people with strange powers which have mentally unbalanced the members of the expedition. To make
matters worse, an ancient enemy of the natives -- a serpentine being called the Mara -- still lurks on Deva Loka.
The Mara is intent upon revenge, and latches onto Tegan's mind as its bridgehead to victory.
“The Visitation” (B) - It is the year 1666, and the Great Plague is rampant throughout England. The Doctor, Adric, Nyssa
and Tegan discover that aliens -- the Terileptils -- are operating in a small village. They have taken control of much
of the local population and are driving away the rest using an android disguised as the Grim Reaper. With the help
of unemployed thespian Richard Mace, the Doctor learns that the Terileptils intend to rid the Earth of humanity,
and have amassed an army of plague-carrying rats to help them finish the deed.
“Black Orchid” (B) - The Doctor, Adric, Nyssa and Tegan find themselves in 1925 England, where through a case of
mistaken identity they become involved in a charity cricket match at Cranleigh Halt. There, Nyssa discovers that
Charles Cranleigh's fiancee, Ann Talbot, is her exact double. The Cranleighs harbor a dark family secret, however:
a hideous monster hidden in a secret wing of their house. Fixated on Ann, it breaks out during a costume ball and
attempts to kidnap her... but takes Nyssa by mistake.
"Earthshock" (B) - In the 26th century, the Doctor, Adric, Nyssa and Tegan come to the aid of a platoon of soldiers, which
is investigating the murder of a scientific team in a cave complex on Earth. The Doctor discovers that the killers
are actually androids serving the Cybermen, and are guarding a bomb intended to destroy the planet. The Doctor
disarms the explosive but by tracing the detonation signal, he learns that the greatest danger is yet to come. The
Cybermen have secreted themselves on board a freighter heading for Earth, which will unknowingly serve as the
bridgehead for a massive invasion. Adric perishes while stopping the Cybermen from destroying the Earth.
Season 20 - Old Ghosts
Companions: Nyssa, Tegan, Vizlor Turlough (a mysterious alien), Kamelion (a shape-shifting robot)
“Snakedance” (B) - The Mara once again takes control of Tegan's mind and compels her to direct the TARDIS to
Manussa, seat of its once-mighty empire. Generations earlier, the Mara was driven off Manussa with the use of the
Great Crystal, a device which enhances its users' mental abilities. Now, the Mara intends to use the Crystal to
return to power. It is up to the Doctor to unearth the terrible origins of the Mara, and seek out the one man who can
show him how to defeat the Mara in psychic combat.
"Mawdryn Undead" (B) - The Black Guardian contacts the alien Turlough, who is living amongst boys at an English
boarding school where the Brigadier is now teaching math. The Guardian wants Turlough to kill the Doctor. The
TARDIS, meanwhile, has brought the Doctor, Nyssa and Tegan to a space station trapped in a warp ellipse. It
serves as a prison for a team of scientists led by Mawdryn, who tried to steal the secrets of the Time Lords and
were placed in a state of perpetual regeneration as retribution. It is up to the Doctor to find some way to help
Mawdryn, but doing so may cost him his remaining regenerations. Under orders from the Black Guardian,
Turlough leaves with the Doctor in the TARDIS.
"Terminus" (C) - Turlough's sabotage causes the TARDIS to make an emergency landing on a space station called
Terminus, where victims of the horrible, virulent Lazar disease go to die. The Doctor discovers that Terminus is
powered by two enormous engines, one of which exploded long ago, an event which instigated the Big Bang and
the creation of the universe. Now the other engine is on the brink of detonating as well -- an event which will have
cataclysmic consequences for the cosmos. Nyssa decides to stay on Terminus to help treat the Lazar victims.
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“Enlightenment” (B) - Under the failing influence of the White Guardian, the TARDIS materializes on what appears to be
an Edwardian racing yacht. It is soon revealed to be a cleverly disguised spacecraft, competing in an interplanetary
race. The competitors are Eternals, immortal beings incapable of imagination or creative thought, while the crew
are mortals, upon whose minds the Eternals draw for inspiration. The prize in the race is Enlightenment, offered up
by the Black and White Guardians. One of the Eternals, the vicious Captain Wrack, is in league with the Black
Guardian, however, and will stop at nothing to win.
"The King's Demons" (C) - The Doctor, Tegan and Turlough find themselves in 1215 England. They arrive at the castle of
Ranulf Fitzwilliam, and are astounded to find King John there too, especially since he is supposed to be in London
at the same time, involved in the events which will lead to the signing of the Magna Carta. The time travelers
discover the King is not who he claims -- in fact, he is a shape changing robot named Kamelion under the influence
of the Master, who is trying to irreversibly pervert the course of Earth's history. The Doctor takes Kamelion with
him in the TARDIS.
"The Five Doctors" (B) - A mysterious figure lures the First, Second, Third and Fifth Doctors and many of their past
companions to the forbidden Death Zone on Gallifrey, while trapping the Fourth Doctor and Romana in a time
eddy. In the Death Zone, the time travelers make their way toward the Dark Tower in which Rassilon is entombed,
encountering several of their deadliest foes en route. When the Fifth Doctor finds a way to teleport himself to the
Capitol, however, it becomes increasingly clear that something is very wrong. A Time Lord traitor is manipulating
the Doctors, seeking the secret of immortality possessed by Rassilon himself. 20th Anniversary Special reuniting
all 5 Doctors.
Season 21 - Violent Times
Companions: Tegan, Turlough, Kamelion, Perpugilliam "Peri" Brown (American botany student)
“Frontios” (B) - The TARDIS arrives on the planet Frontios in the far future, where the last vestiges of humanity crash
landed years earlier. The struggling colony is beset by disasters, including deadly meteorite showers and the
disappearance of several prominent colonists who have been sucked down beneath the ground. The Doctor, Tegan
and Turlough discover that the culprits are the Gravis and his Tractators, giant insects with incredible powers over
gravity. The Gravis intends to transform Frontios into an enormous spaceship, and spread the terror of the
Tractators across the galaxy.
"Resurrection of the Daleks" (B) - After nearly being torn apart in a time corridor, the Doctor, Tegan and Turlough
discover that the Daleks are traveling between a warehouse on modern-day Earth and a spacecraft in the future.
The Daleks have lost the war with the Movellans due to a virus which affects only their kind. Now, with the help
of the mercenary Lytton, they intend to free the imprisoned Davros and have him create an antidote. Once
successful, the Daleks will at last be in a position to destroy the Movellans and rampage across the cosmos. Tired
of all the death and violence she has witnessed, Tegan remains on Earth.
"Planet of Fire" (B) - Turlough rescues a drowning botany student named Peri Brown and returns her to the TARDIS to
recuperate. Before she can bid her farewell, Kamelion -- once again under the Master's control -- takes the
TARDIS to the planet Sarn. There, his mission is to find the Master, who has been diminished to just inches in
height following an accident with his tissue compression eliminator, and restore the evil Time Lord using the
healing properties of Sarn's miraculous numismaton flames. But Sarn has mysterious connections to Turlough's
past -- connections which may prove to be the catalyst in the Master's scheme. Turlough returns to his home
planet, and the Doctor destroys Kamelion at the robot's request. Peri travels on in the TARDIS.
"The Caves of Androzani" (A) - After landing on the planet Androzani Minor, the Doctor and Peri develop lethal spectrox
toxemia poisoning. As the two search for a cure before it is too late, they become enmeshed in a decades-old feud
between the disfigured roboticist Sharaz Jek and businessman Morgus. Jek falls in love with Peri, but the situation
only degenerates when the girl rebuffs his affections. Between threats from mire beasts and gun runners, it quickly
becomes apparent that the Doctor will never find a cure in time to save both himself and his companion. His body
damaged beyond repair by spectrox toxemia, the Doctor regenerates.
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The Sixth Doctor, Colin Baker (1984-1986)
Season 21 - Change, My Dear
Companions: Peri
"The Twin Dilemma" (F) - The Doctor experiences serious regenerative instabilities, causing him to nearly strangle Peri
and then decide to live as a hermit on the barren moon of Titan. This leads him to a plot by his old friend, the Time
Lord Azmael, who has kidnapped twin mathematical geniuses named Romulus and Remus. Azmael's adopted
planet, Joconda, has been taken over by the slug-like Mestor and his Gastropods, and the Time Lord is now doing
Mestor's bidding in order to spare Joconda further destruction. But even Azmael is unaware of Mestor's true plan -to destroy Joconda's sun, and thereby scatter Gastropod eggs throughout the galaxy. First appearance of the 6th
Doctor.
Season 22 – Instabilities
Companions: Peri
“Vengeance on Varos” (B) - When the TARDIS runs out of vital Zyton-7 ore, the Doctor makes an emergency landing on
the planet Varos, which is rich in the mineral. Varos is a former penal colony whose residents now derive pleasure
purely from the televised tortures which perpetually pass across their screens. The Governor of Varos is engaged in
negotiations with the ruthless slug-like businessman Sil, who is trying to cheat the Varosians out of their rightful
profit on Zyton-7. It is up to the Doctor and Peri to stop Sil's plans, and break the natives of Varos out of their daily
cycle of video nasties.
“The Two Doctors” (B) - The Time Lords send the Second Doctor and Jamie to Space Station Camera, to put an end to
temporal experiments being conducted by Dastari, an old friend of the Doctor's. Dastari has genetically augmented
a savage Androgum named Chessene, who has forged an alliance with the Sontarans. They kidnap the Doctor and
take him to Seville, where they plan to isolate the Rassilon Imprimature: the genetic code which allows Time Lords
to travel through the vortex. The Sixth Doctor and Peri rescue Jamie and follow the others to Seville, in a race
against time with the Doctor's past and future at stake.
“Revelation of the Daleks” (B) - The Doctor and Peri go to Necros to attend the funeral of an old friend of the Doctor's.
There they discover that Davros is posing as the Great Healer of Tranquil Repose, a famed institution where the
terminally ill can be placed in suspended animation until a cure for their ailment is found. Davros is experimenting
on the comatose bodies to produce a new race of Daleks loyal to himself. To defeat his old foe, the Doctor may
have no choice but to ally himself with the original Daleks on Skaro.
Season 23 - On Trial
Companions: Peri, Melanie "Mel" Bush (computer programmer from Earth)
The Trial of a Time Lord, Segment One, “The Mysterious Planet” (C) - The TARDIS is summoned by the Time Lords
to a space station. There, the Doctor, suffering from amnesia and unable to remember what happened to Peri, is put
on trial again for interfering with other cultures. The Doctor elects to act as his own defense attorney; his
prosecutor is a grim figure who calls himself the Valeyard. Using the Matrix, the Valeyard shows the court an
adventure of the Doctor and Peri on Ravolox in the far future. The surface of Ravolox was supposed to have been
destroyed by a solar flare, but instead the time travelers find it perfectly habitable and home to the barbaric Tribe of
the Free, led by the warlike Queen Katryca. The companions soon discover that Ravolox is actually Earth, having
somehow been moved light years across space, and that a second race of people lives underground, governed by
the robot Drathro. Also on the planet are two con men, Glitz and Dibber, who have come to steal Drathro's secrets.
But Drathro is dying, and his passing will set into motion a chain of events which will tear Ravolox apart.
The Trial of a Time Lord, Segment Two, “Mindwarp” (C) - At the Doctor's trial by the Time Lords for interference, the
Valeyard presents the Doctor and Peri's most recent adventure. The dying words of a Thordon warlord send the
pair to Thoros Alpha, home of the Mentors -- including their old foe, Sil. The Mentor leader, Kiv, has had his
intelligence enhanced by the human geneticist Crozier, but now his brain is outgrowing his skull. Crozier sets his
eyes on Peri as the new host for Kiv's brain. But when the Doctor appears to turn evil under the effects of one of
Crozier's devices, it is left to the berserk warlord King Yrcanos to save his companion.

The Trial of a Time Lord, Segment Three, “Terror of the Vervoids” (C) - It is the Doctor's turn to argue his case against
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the Time Lord's accusations of meddling at his trial. He presents an adventure from his future when he is travelling
with an Earth computer programmer named Mel. Summoned for help by his old friend Captain Travers, it is up to
the Doctor to solve a series of murders happening on board Travers' ship. Amidst a web of genetic manipulation
and political maneuvering, the Doctor discovers that the botanical experiments of a scientific team on the ship has
resulted in the creation of a new race of monsters, the Vervoids, who will stop at nothing to destroy all non-plant
life.
The Trial of a Time Lord, Segment Four, "The Ultimate Foe" (C) - As the Doctor's trial by the Time Lords for
interfering in galactic affairs nears its conclusion, the Master appears in the courtroom, speaking from within the
Matrix. He reveals that the entire trial is the result of a conspiracy by the corrupt High Council. Drathro's creators
had stolen Matrix secrets and fled to Earth; in revenge, the High Council ravaged the Earth, rechristened it
Ravolox, and changed its position in space to cover up their deeds. More importantly, the Valeyard is not who he
seems -- he is actually the Doctor, or more precisely the distillation of the Doctor's evil side between his twelfth
and final regeneration. The Doctor and Mel, brought to the trial by the Master, pursue the Valeyard into the Matrix
and discover he is plotting to destroy the High Council. The Master has also summoned Glitz, however, and allies
himself with the crook in his own bid for power. At the conclusion of the trial, it is revealed that Peri has elected
to wed King Yrcanos. Mel travels on with the Doctor.
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The Seventh Doctor, Sylvester McCoy (1987-1989)
Season 24 - Clowning Around
Companions: Mel, Ace (a troubled teenager from Perivale, England)
"Time and the Rani" (F) - The Rani lures the TARDIS to Lakertya, where she requires the Doctor's aid to complete a
device which will draw on the intelligence of history's greatest geniuses to help her reshape the universe to her own
design. To this end, she drugs the newly-regenerated Doctor and masquerades as Mel to gain his trust. The real
Mel, however, allies herself with the native Lakertyans, who have been suffering under the rule of the Rani and her
bat-like Tetraps. It is up to Mel to rouse the Lakertyans to rebellion, and free the Doctor from the Rani's clutches.
The Doctor is mortally wounded when the Rani captures the TARDIS, regenerates for a sixth time.
"Dragonfire" (C) - The TARDIS lands on Iceworld, an enormous shopping complex on Svartos. There, the Doctor and
Mel meet up with a time-displaced teenaged waitress from Earth named Ace and their old friend Sabalom Glitz.
Glitz is searching for the treasure of the legendary Dragon which is supposed to dwell beneath Iceworld. But when
the Doctor joins Glitz in his quest, they discover more than they bargained for, unearthing the millennia-old secret
of Kane, Iceworld's murderous ruler. Mel decides to travel with Glitz, while Ace opts to see the wonders of time
and space with the Doctor.
Season 25 - Unfinished Business
Companions: Ace
“Remembrance of the Daleks” (A) - Two factions of Daleks arrive on 1963 Earth via a time corridor. They are in search
of the Hand of Omega, a powerful and ancient Gallifreyan stellar manipulator the Doctor was hiding prior to his
first inadvertent trip with Ian and Barbara. With the help of the British army, it is up to the Doctor and Ace to
defeat both of the warring Dalek factions, even as the Daleks' human allies infiltrate their party.
“The Greatest Show in the Galaxy” (B) - Despite Ace's protestations that she hates clowns, the Doctor takes the TARDIS
to Segonax to see the famed Psychic Circus. But upon his arrival, the Doctor discovers the Circus has become
something sinister: its founder, Kingpin, has disappeared; the callous Chief Clown deals violently with performers
who try to flee; and prospective Circus stars must perpetually please an enigmatic family with their act -- or be
killed. The time travellers learn that the Circus has fallen under the influence of the evil Gods of Ragnarok, and the
Doctor's next performance may prove to be his last.
Season 26 - Journey's End
Companions: Ace
“Ghost Light” (B) - The Doctor takes Ace back to 1883, to a house called Gabriel Chase she would burn down a century
later after sensing a lingering presence of evil within. In the 19th century, Gabriel Chase is the home of amateur
scientist Josiah Smith, who is conducting research into evolution against the wishes of the Church. But there is far
more to Smith than meets the eye: he is in fact an alien who has spent millennia adapting to humanity, and now
intends to assassinate Queen Victoria and take over the British throne. Meanwhile, buried in the basement is
Smith's former master, a powerful alien being who intends to halt all evolution on Earth. And the Doctor has
inadvertently awakened him.
“The Curse of Fenric” (B) - The Doctor and Ace land in England during World War II, at a secret seaside base which
houses the Ultima Machine, a powerful code breaking device. But disturbances plague the installation: Russians
are trying to steal the Ultima, mysterious Viking runes are found in a church crypt, and vampiric Haemovores are
rising from the ocean. The Doctor discovers his ancient foe, Fenric, has manipulated events in order to gain his
freedom. And central to Fenric's schemes is none other than Ace.
“Survival” (B) - Ace returns to Perivale to visit her friends, only to find many of them have gone missing. The Doctor
discovers that they have been abducted to an alien planet by a race called the Cheetah People. Pursuing them, the
time travellers find the Cheetah People are being controlled by the Master, who is trapped on the planet, and is
slowly turning into a Cheetah Person himself. The Doctor must find a way off the planet, before they all succumb
to the dying world's animalistic influences.
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The Eighth Doctor, Paul McGann (1996)
Companions: Grace Holloway (cardiologist in 1999 San Francisco)
"Doctor Who: The Movie" (D) - The Master forces the TARDIS to crash land in San Francisco the day before New Year's
Eve, 1999. The Doctor is shot by gang members and regenerates into his eighth incarnation while the Master
possesses the body of an ambulance attendant and deludes a youth named Chang Lee into helping him open the
TARDIS's link to the Eye of Harmony. This will allow the Master to seize the Doctor's body for his own, but also
causes the molecular structure of the Earth to start to decay. With the help of cardiologist Dr Grace Holloway, the
Doctor races against time to save the Earth -- and himself -- before time runs out at the birth of the new
millennium. The Seventh Doctor dies on the operating table and regenerates into his eighth incarnation, who is
assisted by Grace Holloway.
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The Ninth Doctor, Christopher Eccleston (2005)
Season 27/New Series 1 - The Trip of a Lifetime
Companions: Rose Tyler (department store worker in 2005 London), Mickey Smith (London mechanic), Jackie Tyler
(Rose's mother), Adam Mitchell (a young computer genius from 2012), Captain Jack Harkness (a 51st century time
rogue)
"Rose" (B) - Rose Tyler's life is turned upside-down when she encounters murderous living mannequins in the basement of
the department store where she works. She is saved by a mysterious man who calls himself "the Doctor". With the
reluctant help of her boyfriend, Mickey, Rose delves deeper into the mystery of the Doctor, and in the process
uncovers a threat to the entire world: the Nestene Consciousness has returned and once again seeks to dominate the
Earth. Rose joins the Doctor in his travels.
“The End of the World” (B) - The Doctor and Rose arrive on Platform One in the year Five Billion, where some of the
richest beings in the universe have gathered to watch the destruction of the Earth as its Sun erupts into a red giant.
But one of the attendees is planning on profiting from the event, and has unleashed an army of robotic spiders to
take control of the space station. Is the mastermind Jabe, the serene Tree? Cassandra, the last pure human in
existence? The diminutive Moxx of Balhoon? Or the imposing Face of Boe? And whoever it is, can the Doctor
stop them before Platform One perishes along with the Earth?
“The Unquiet Dead” (B) - The TARDIS materializes in Cardiff on Christmas Eve 1869. A reading by esteemed author
Charles Dickens is interrupted by a walking corpse, from which issues an eerie gaseous phantom. Intervening, the
Doctor and Rose -- together with a skeptical Dickens -- trace the supernatural occurrence back to the premises of
undertaker Gabriel Sneed. During their investigation, Rose befriends Sneed's maid, Gwyneth, who is gifted with
the “second sight”. And Gwyneth alone may be the key to unlocking the terrible secret of the mortuary.
"Dalek" (A) - In the year 2012, the foremost collector of alien artifacts is the wealthy Henry van Statten. The TARDIS is
drawn to his underground museum by a distress call from van Statten's latest acquisition... which, to the Doctor's
horror, turns out to be a Dalek. The creature is badly damaged and initially powerless, until it is inadvertently freed
by Rose and Adam Mitchell, one of van Statten's brilliant young researchers. As the Dalek rampages through van
Statten's compound, Rose finds herself developing an eerie connection with the murderous creature. The Doctor
and Rose invite Adam aboard the TARDIS.
"The Long Game" (C) - The Doctor, Rose and Adam find themselves on Satellite 5 in the year 200,000, when Earth is
meant to be at the forefront of a mighty galactic empire. But something has gone wrong: humanity's development
has stalled, and the Doctor suspects that it has something to do with the media transmissions bombarding the
populace, emanating from the space station. It soon becomes clear that the answer lies on the mysterious Floor 500,
abode of the sinister Editor. The Doctor and Rose investigate, while Adam risks everything by immersing himself
in the culture of the far future. The Doctor returns Adam to his home in 2012 England.
“Father's Day” (B) - The Doctor takes Rose back to the 7th of November 1987, the day her father Pete was killed in a hitand-run accident. Rose intends to merely comfort the dying man, but on the spur of the moment decides to save
Pete's life instead. Her well-intentioned interference in time summons forth the Reapers, flying monsters who begin
to consume the planet -- and it also has a catastrophic effect on the TARDIS.
"The Empty Child" (A) - London, 1941, at the height of the Blitz. A mysterious cylinder is being guarded by the army,
while homeless children, living on the bomb sites, are being terrorized by an unearthly child. Part One of Two.
"The Doctor Dances" (A) - The Child’s plague is spreading throughout wartime London, and its zombie army is on the
march. The Doctor and Rose form an alliance with the intergalactic con-man, Captain Jack, but find themselves
trapped in the abandoned hospital. The answer lies at the bomb site, but time is running out… Part Two of Two.
The Doctor rescues Captain Jack from certain death aboard his spaceship.
"Bad Wolf" (A) - The Doctor, Rose and Jack fight of their lives on board the Game Station, little suspecting an even more
sinister threat is lurking in the shadows - one which could spell the end for the entire human race. Part One of Two.
"The Parting of the Ways" (A) - Rose has seen danger and wonders alongside the Doctor, but now their friendship is put
to the test as Earth plunges into an epic war. Part Two of Two. The Doctor regenerates into his tenth incarnation
after absorbing the energies of the time vortex to save Rose's life. In the confusion of the regeneration, Jack is left
behind on the Game Station.
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The Tenth Doctor, David Tennant (2005 – 2009)
Season 28/New Series 2 - Lonely Gods
Companions: Rose, Mickey, Jackie
"The Christmas Invasion" (B) - The TARDIS brings Rose and a comatose Doctor back to London on Christmas Eve. As
Jackie and Mickey help Rose care for the ailing Time Lord, a recently-launched British space probe attracts the
attention of the warlike Sycorax. Prime Minister Harriet Jones and UNIT staunchly defy the aliens -- until the
Sycorax use blood technology to take control of fully one-third of the planet's population, threatening the lives of
two billion people unless they are declared masters of the Earth. First appearance of the 10th Doctor.
"Tooth and Claw" (B) - In 1879 Scotland, the Doctor and Rose encounter Queen Victoria journeying to Balmoral, and join
her coterie. They stop for the night at Torchwood House, estate of Sir Robert MacLeish, but are unaware that the
premises have been taken over by an order of corrupted monks. The monks are somehow tied to the legends of
werewolves in the region -- and to an alien force with sinister plans for the monarch herself. Torchwood is created
by Queen Victoria to fight the alien menace--including the Doctor.
"School Reunion" (A) - Mickey summons the Doctor and Rose to Deffry Vale High School, which he believes has been
infiltrated by aliens. Posing as a teacher, the Doctor encounters abnormally intelligent students, a peculiar lunch
program, and the sinister headmaster, Lucas Finch. But the Doctor isn't the only person suspicious of Deffry Vale:
also investigating the school is a journalist by the name of Sarah Jane Smith... Sarah Jane Smith appears. Mickey
asks to accompany the Doctor and Rose on a regular basis.
"The Girl in the Fireplace" (A) - In the eighteenth century, Madame de Pompadour, mistress of Louis XV, is stalked
throughout her life by sinister clockwork robots waiting for... something. Three thousand years later, the Doctor,
Rose and Mickey find themselves on a derelict spaceship generating a vast amount of energy for reasons unknown.
Somehow, the two mysteries are related, and only the Doctor can save Madame de Pompadour -- but at what cost
to himself?
"Rise of the Cybermen" (B) / "Age of Steel" (B) -The TARDIS is hurtled into a parallel universe where Rose discovers
that her father, Pete, is still alive. A rich man in this reality, Peter Tyler is in business with the wealthy and
powerful John Lumic, who is seeking to stave off his approaching demise by any means necessary. At the same
time, Mickey learns that his counterpart, Ricky, is the leader of a resistance movement trying to prevent Lumic
from giving humanity the ultimate upgrade. Much to the Doctor's horror, Lumic's plan is one he has seen executed
before: the creation of the Cybermen. The parallel-universe Cybermen are created by Cybus Industries. Mickey
decides to stay on the parallel Earth to replace Ricky and combat the menace of the Cybermen.
“The Impossible Planet” (A) / “The Satan Pit” (A) - The TARDIS brings the Doctor and Rose to an Earth research base
on a planet which, against all the laws of physics, is orbiting a black hole. The crew are drilling into the surface,
trying to unearth the power source counteracting the black hole's massive gravitational pull. But Toby Zed, the
archaeologist trying to decipher ancient runes found on the planet, is being haunted by a malevolent voice. And the
Ood, the servitor race staffing the base, seem to be falling under the sway of an evil from the dawn of time...
"Army of Ghosts" (B) / “Doomsday” (A) - Returning to Earth in the modern day, the Doctor and Rose discover that
humanity has embraced what are believed to be ghosts come back from the dead. Suspicious, the Doctor follows
the trail of the ghosts to the headquarters of the sinister Torchwood Institute, which has been established to deal
with alien incursions on British soil. But Torchwood itself has been compromised, and may be the first casualty in
a trans-dimensional war which will engulf the Earth -- a war between the Cybermen and the Daleks.
Reappearance of the parallel-world Cybermen and the Daleks. Rose is forced to escape forever to a parallel world
when the Doctor banishes the Daleks and the Cybermen to the void between the universes.
Season 29/New Series 3 – The Measure of a Man
Companions: Donna Noble (an office temp who appears inside the TARDIS on her wedding day), Martha Jones (a
medical student in 2007 London), Captain Jack Harkness
“The Runaway Bride” (C) - While walking down the aisle on her wedding day, Donna Noble somehow vanishes, to
reappear in the TARDIS console room. The Doctor is faced with solving the riddle of how this virtually impossible
feat was achieved, while simultaneously trying to return Donna to the church. It soon becomes clear that Donna is
the key to revivification of an ancient evil, the culmination of a plan older than the Earth itself. Donna briefly joins
the Doctor to discover why she's been teleported aboard the TARDIS, but leaves him when she realizes she's not
cut out for his way of life.
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"Smith and Jones" (B) - Intergalactic policemen called the Judoon hijack an entire Earth hospital to the Moon. They are
tracking a blood-sucking alien fugitive called a Plasmavore... and the Plasmavore will stop at nothing to avoid
capture. Fortunately, amongst those kidnapped by the Judoon is medical student Martha Jones, who finds herself
forging an unlikely alliance with a strange patient who calls himself “the Doctor”. The Doctor invites Martha to
join him as thanks for saving his life on the moon.
“The Shakespeare Code” (B) - England, 1599. In the shadow of the Globe Theater, a man has drowned in the street, while
a woman dies of fright. William Shakespeare is about to premiere Love's Labour's Won, which the Doctor knows
only as the Bard's fabled “lost” play. And Martha Jones swears she's seen a witch. Fires burn and cauldrons bubble
as the Doctor races to prevent Shakespeare from unwittingly unleashing an ancient evil upon the world.
“Gridlock” (B) - The Doctor takes Martha to New Earth, thirty years after his last visit. Within minutes, Martha is
kidnapped and finds herself a captive on the Motorway, a seemingly endlessly congested traffic conduit on which
thousands of people have become trapped -- in some cases for decades. And rumors abound that there are creatures
in the depths of the Motorway, living... and feeding.
“Human Nature” (A) / “The Family of Blood” (A) - In 1913, Farringham School for Boys is a normal place bothered
only by rather common complications. Oft-bullied Tim Latimer shows flashes of preternatural insight. New maid
Martha Jones is distractingly feisty. And John Smith -- the latest addition to the faculty -- is becoming close with
the school nurse, Joan Redfern. But Smith also dreams of being an adventurer in time and space known as “the
Doctor”, and the appearance of ominous lights in the sky above Farringham may force him to confront the truth
about himself.
“Blink” (A) - While exploring an abandoned house, Sally Sparrow discovers a message left for her, concealed behind
wallpaper, in 1969 -- a message left by a mysterious figure called “the Doctor”. What starts off as an intriguing
puzzle suddenly becomes deadly serious when one of Sally's friends disappears in the house, cast backward in time
to 1920. Key to these events are four statues which seem to move of their own accord... but what are the Weeping
Angels?
“Utopia” (A) - When the TARDIS lands in modern-day Wales, Captain Jack Harkness hitches a ride, inadvertently sending
the time machine to the very end of the universe. In that time, the vestiges of humanity are marooned on the planet
Malcassairo, where they are preyed upon by the savage Futurekind. The elderly Professor Yana is trying to perfect
a rocket ship which will take his people to a fabled utopia beyond the dying stars -- but the Doctor may discover
too late that there is more to Yana than even the professor realizes. Hearing the TARDIS materialize in Cardiff,
Jack forcibly rejoins the Doctor in his travels.
“The Sound of Drums” (A) / “Last of the Time Lords” (B) - The Doctor, Martha and Jack escape back to modern-day
Earth, where they discover that the Master -- masquerading as Harold Saxon -- has just been elected Prime
Minister of Great Britain. Before they can intervene, the Master announces to the world that Britain has made first
contact with an alien species: the Toclafane. But the Toclafane are not the benevolent creatures the Master is
pretending... and with the Doctor declared public enemy number one, it looks like there may be nothing to come
between his Time Lord nemesis and the end of the world. Knowing that her love for the Doctor will never be
requited, Martha decides to return to her own life. Jack leaves the Doctor to continue his work with Torchwood.
Season 30/New Series 4 – Lost Horizons
Companions: Astrid Perth (a waitress aboard the spaceship Titanic), Donna, Martha, Jack, Sarah Jane, Rose, Mickey,
Jackie
“Voyage of the Damned” (C) - The TARDIS encounters a luxury spaceship suspiciously called the Titanic, which is in
orbit around the Earth as part of a sightseeing cruise to visit England at Christmastime. But no sooner has the
Doctor arrived than things start to go very wrong, when the vessel's captain intentionally steers the Titanic into a
meteor storm. As the crippled Titanic tumbles on a collision course towards the Earth, the Doctor -- aided only by
a plucky waitress named Astrid and a motley group of survivors -- must get to the bottom of the sabotage. Astrid
throws her lot in with the Doctor, only to sacrifice her life to save him from Max Capricorn.
“Partners in Crime” (B) - Donna Noble has come to realize that she made a mistake when she declined the Doctor's offer
to travel with him in the TARDIS. Now she finds herself seeking out every hint of the unusual and the
unexplained, in the hope of running into him again. Her plan succeeds when both she and the Doctor begin to
investigate a company run by the sinister Miss Foster which offers a suspiciously effective diet pill. They discover
that Miss Foster is actually using the human race as the breeding ground for the alien Adipose -- and millions of
lives are at risk. Having finally been reunited with the Doctor, Donna joins him aboard the TARDIS.
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“The Fires of Pompeii” (B) - A planned trip to Ancient Rome sees the time travelers land instead in Pompeii, AD 79. The
Doctor knows that they have arrived on the eve of the eruption of Mount Vesuvius, but before he and Donna can
retreat to the TARDIS, they discover that there is an alien presence at work in the city. Seers are exhibiting
extraordinary flashes of precognition and telepathy, even as they slowly turn to stone. Soon it appears that the
destruction of Pompeii may not be a natural occurrence at all, but the work of the volcanic Pyroviles.
“Planet of the Ood” (B) - The Doctor takes Donna to the Ood-Sphere in the year 4126. This is the planet where Ood are
bred by the Ood Operations company, to be distributed as willing servants to humanity throughout the cosmos. But
something is going wrong with the Ood: their eyes are turning red, leading to acts of murder and ultimately a feral
state. The search for answers leads the time travelers to uncover the terrible truth behind the origins of the Ood
race.
“The Sontaran Stratagem” (B) / “The Poison Sky” (B) - UNIT is investigating ATMOS, a new device which somehow
cleanses the exhaust from automobiles. The Taskforce believes that ATMOS is alien technology, and so their
newest recruit -- Martha Jones, now a fully-credentialed physician -- calls the Doctor back to Earth for assistance.
ATMOS is purported to be the invention of child genius Luke Rattigan, but the Doctor soon discovers that Rattigan
is working with the Sontarans, who have used ATMOS to turn four hundred million cars into deadly weapons.
Having helped defeat the Sontarans, Martha is whisked away in the TARDIS when it unexpectedly dematerializes.
“The Doctor's Daughter” (C) - The TARDIS is drawn to the planet Messaline, depositing the Doctor, Donna and Martha
in the midst of a war between human colonists and the piscene Hath which has been waging for generations.
Martha is kidnapped by the Hath, while the Doctor and Donna discover that the humans breed by accelerated
progenation: recombining a single individual's DNA to produce a new, adult person, ready for battle. Subjected to
this process, the Doctor abruptly comes face to face with his daughter, Jenny, even as Donna begins to discover
that there is more to the war on Messaline than meets the eye. The crisis on Messaline resolved, the Doctor brings
Martha home.
“The Unicorn and the Wasp” (B) - The Doctor and Donna arrive at an English country manor in 1926 amidst rumours that
a jewel thief nicknamed “the Unicorn” is at large. But these stories are overshadowed by a murder in the library,
and the timely arrival of famed suspense novelist Agatha Christie -- during a period in history when the Doctor
knows that she is supposed to have vanished without explanation for several days. As the body count starts to
climb, Donna is menaced by what appears to be a giant wasp, and only the Queen of Crime can help the Doctor to
unravel the mystery.
“Silence in the Library” (A) / “Forest of the Dead” (A) - An enigmatic message sends the Doctor and Donna to a planetsized library. They arrive to find the world deserted, except for an archaeological expedition led by Professor River
Song, who claims to know the Doctor of old. Joining forces, the Doctor and River investigate the mystery of why
the library was sealed off a century earlier. But the shadows are alive with a flesh-consuming intelligence... and
somewhere, a little girl believes that all of these events are playing out in her mind.
“Midnight” (A) - The sun of the planet Midnight is hostile to all life, but a leisure complex has been constructed there
which filters out its deadly radiation. While Donna enjoys some rest and relaxation, the Doctor takes a shuttle to a
famed Midnight attraction. But en route, the shuttle mysteriously comes to a stop and, impossibly, something
begins banging on the exterior. As a strange intelligence infests one of the passengers, the Doctor finds himself
fighting a losing battle against a rising tide of panic and paranoia.
“Turn Left” (A) - On the planet Shan Shen, Donna meets a mysterious fortune teller. The woman persuades Donna to
reveal the events which culminated in her original meeting with the Doctor -- and then Donna's world suddenly
changes, as those very events are undone. Now Donna Noble lives in a world without the Doctor: a world in which
London is destroyed by the spaceship Titanic, America is devastated by the Adipose, and the entire planet is nearly
annihilated by the Sontarans. Only an enigmatic blonde traveler from a parallel universe can help Donna restore
the original course of history, and prepare her to face the oncoming darkness.
“The Stolen Earth” (A) / “Journey's End” (A) - Davros, creator of the Daleks, is saved from the Time War by an insane
Dalek Caan. At Davros' instruction, his resurrected race of Daleks transports the Earth and twenty-six other planets
to the Medusa Cascade. Former Prime Minister Harriet Jones sacrifices her life to reunite the Doctor's past
companions -- Martha, Jack and Sarah Jane -- while Rose searches desperately for the Doctor and Donna.
Separately or together, they must find a way to stop the Daleks' plot to obliterate all of time and space. The Doctor
is forced to wipe Donna's memories of their time together and return her to her family.
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2008-2010 Specials
Companions: Jackson Lake (a schoolteacher in Victorian London), Lady Christina de Souza (a cat burglar), Adelaide
Brooke (commander of a doomed expedition to Mars in 2058), Wilfred Mott (Donna Noble's grandfather)
“The Next Doctor” (C) - The Doctor arrives in 1851 London on Christmas Eve. To his surprise, he finds another Doctor
active in the city -- but one with no memory of past incarnations, and sporting a suspiciously conventional sonic
screwdriver. Nonetheless, the other Doctor and his companion, Rosita, have uncovered Cyberman activity in
London. Men have been murdered and children have disappeared, and it is up to the two Doctors to find a way to
stop the Cybermen and their ally, the ruthless Miss Hartigan, from setting in motion the rise of the CyberKing.
Believing himself to be the Doctor, Jackson Lake teams up with the real Doctor, but stays in 1851 to raise his son.
“Planet of the Dead” (C) - Tracking a mysterious energy signal, the Doctor boards a London bus upon which cat burglar
Lady Christina de Souza is also a passenger. Suddenly, the bus is catapulted through a wormhole to Sanhelios, on
the other side of the universe. The planet seems to be just one enormous desert, but after encountering stranded
Tritovore traders, the Doctor and Christina learn that Sanhelios is meant to be a bustling world of billions. Soon, it
becomes clear that the wormhole and the devastation of Sanhelios are linked... and the Earth may be destined for a
similar fate. Although they make an excellent team on Sanhelios, the Doctor – unwilling to ever lose another
companion – refuses to invite Christina aboard the TARDIS.
“The Waters of Mars” (A) - The Doctor lands on Mars on November 21st, 2059. There, Bowie Base One -- the first
human colony on the Red Planet -- is destined to be overrun by an intelligent, contagious contaminant freed from
the glacier which provides the base with its water. The self-destruct mechanism will be activated, destroying
colonists and contaminant alike. The Doctor knows that this event must happen: it is a pivotal moment in human
history. But can he force himself to walk away without trying to save the day? After helping the Doctor save as
many people as possible from Bowie Base One, Adelaide commits suicide in order to preserve history.
“The End of Time, Part 1” (B) / “The End of Time, Part 2” (B) - Schemes set in motion long ago lead to the resurrection
of the Master, albeit in a form that hovers between life and death. He sets his sights on the Immortality Gate, an
alien device which has fallen into the hands of the unscrupulous Joshua Naismith. Warned of the Master's return by
the Ood, the Doctor travels to modern-day Earth to confront his arch nemesis, only to find himself unexpectedly
assisted by Wilfred Mott as the threads of prophecy pull tighter. But neither the Doctor nor the Master is aware
that, beyond the Immortality Gate, an even greater threat to all of time and space lies waiting... The Doctor
sacrifices himself to save Wilf from a lethal dose of radiation, and manages to stave off his regeneration long
enough to visit his friends one last time.
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The Eleventh Doctor, Matt Smith (2010-2013)
Season 31/New Series 5 - Fairytales
Companions: Amy Pond (a Scottish girl the Doctor met when she was 7), Rory Williams (a nurse and Amy's fiancee)
“The Eleventh Hour” (A) - In the English village of Leadworth, a young Scottish girl named Amelia Pond is frightened by
a strange crack in her bedroom wall. When the newly-regenerated Doctor crash lands in her back garden, he
discovers that the crack is actually a fracture in space and time, through which an alien criminal has escaped.
Before the Doctor can recapture Prisoner Zero, he's forced to leave to stabilize the TARDIS, and accidentally
delays his return by twelve years. Now, with the help of the grown-up Amy, the Doctor has to deal not only with
Prisoner Zero, but with its ruthless jailers as well. Two years after defeating Prisoner Zero, the Doctor returns to
finally fulfill his promise to take Amy with him.
“The Beast Below” (B) - Hundreds of years in the future, the population of Britain has fled an Earth ravaged by solar
flares, aboard the mammoth Starship UK. But the Doctor and Amy discover that something about the enormous
vessel is very wrong. The ship moves even though its engines aren't working, whole sections are closed off under
mysterious circumstances, and the sinister robotic Smilers punish the disobedient. The Doctor finds himself
assisted by an enigmatic female vigilante, while Amy learns the truth at the heart of Starship UK... but it's a truth
that she can't bear to remember.
“Time of Angels” (A) / “Flesh and Stone” (A) - A message left on a museum artifact brings the Doctor to the rescue of
River Song, at a point in time before his first encounter with her, but after her first meeting with him. River is
helping the militant Father Octavian investigate the Byzantium, a spaceship smuggling a dormant Weeping Angel.
By the time the Doctor, Amy and River catch up to the vessel, however, it has crash landed atop a ruined temple,
and to reach it, they must traverse a mortuary labyrinth filled with crumbling statues. Too late, the Doctor realizes
that the Weeping Angel is not alone -- and that he has walked into a trap.
“The Vampires of Venice” (C) - The Doctor escorts Amy and Rory on a date to sixteenth-century Venice. No sooner have
they arrived, however, than they become embroiled in the mystery surrounding an enigmatic school for young
women run by the powerful Rosanna Calvierri. Those accepted to the school become mysteriously changed,
shunning the daylight and professing not to know their former acquaintances. The Doctor begins to suspect that
there are vampires on the loose in Venice -- but could the truth be even more sinister? Striving to prevent Amy's
adventures from breaking up her engagement, the Doctor invites Rory to join them aboard the TARDIS.
“Amy's Choice” (B) - The Doctor, Amy and Rory are confronted by a cryptic figure who calls himself the Dream Lord.
The Dream Lord has caused the three time travelers to flit back and forth between two different realities -- one in
which they're stranded aboard a crippled TARDIS, the other in which Amy and Rory have settled down in
Leadsham and are about to become parents. In both cases, the trio face a mortal danger... but they first have to
deduce which is the true reality, or risk becoming trapped in the dream for the rest of their lives.
“The Hungry Earth” (C) / “Cold Blood” (C) - The TARDIS brings the Doctor, Amy and Rory to the tiny Welsh village of
Cwmtaff in the year 2020. There, a drilling project seeks to burrow deep beneath the surface of the Earth. Strange
craters have begun opening up near the drill site, however, dragging people into the ground -- and Amy becomes
the latest victim. Investigating, the Doctor realizes that the drill has awakened a tribe of Silurians from their aeonslong slumber. Believing themselves to be under attack, the Silurians are now on a war footing, preparing an
offensive against the human race. Rory is shot saving the Doctor's life, and is then wiped from existence by the
mysterious cracks in time and space.
“Vincent & The Doctor” (A) - At an exhibition of the works of Vincent Van Gogh, the Doctor and Amy discover a
disturbing image hidden in one of his paintings. Traveling back to Provence in 1890, they discover that Van Gogh
is plagued by a ferocious monster called the Krafayis that only he can see. As the time travelers struggle to deal
with an invisible monster, they must also navigate the tortured artist's swings of mood, knowing full well that,
within two months, he will have taken his own life.
“The Lodger” (B) - A strange force affects the TARDIS, stranding the Doctor on modern-day Earth while Amy is trapped
in the rapidly deteriorating time machine. The Doctor traces the mysterious influence to a seemingly ordinary
home in Colchester, where Craig Owens, the tenant of the downstairs flat, is advertising for a roommate. The
Doctor answers Craig's ad -- and proceeds to turn the young man's life upside-down, even as he investigates the
mysterious occupant of the upstairs apartment, who lures people into the house who are then never seen again.
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“The Pandorica Opens” (A) / “The Big Bang” (A) - A message transmitted down through history draws the Doctor and
Amy to England in AD 102. There they find River Song waiting for them, with a warning that a legendary prison
called the Pandorica, hidden beneath Stonehenge, is about to open. But the Pandorica is actually a trap set for the
Doctor by a legion of his oldest enemies. And meanwhile, a mysterious force has seized control of the TARDIS,
setting in motion an explosion which threatens to destroy the entire universe. With the Doctor imprisoned in the
Pandorica for eternity, will silence fall across all time and space? Revived by the Doctor's reality reboot, Rory
rejoins his new bride, Amy, and the Doctor in the TARDIS.
Season 32/New Series 6 – Death Comes To Time
Companions: River Song (an archaeologist from the Doctor's future), Canton Everett Delaware III (an ex-FBI agent),
Madame Vastra (a Silurian rescued by the Doctor in 1890's London who is now a private detective), Jenny (Vastra's maid
and companion), Strax (a Sontaran serving as a nurse as a punishment devised by the Doctor), Amy, Rory
“A Christmas Carol” (B) - Amy and Rory's Christmas honeymoon is interrupted when the spaceship on which they're
vacationing suddenly plummets through a maelstrom of fog to the planet below. Miserly Kazran Sardick possesses
a machine that can control the fog and save the vessel, but he refuses to comes to its aid. Determined to rescue not
only his friends but all four thousand people aboard the ship, the Doctor travels back in time on a mission to
change Kazran's life for the better... but only if he can navigate the shoals of bitterness and heartbreak which have
made Kazran the man he is today.
“The Impossible Astronaut” (A) / “Day of the Moon” (A) - The Doctor summons Amy, Rory and River Song to the Utah
desert... where he is murdered by an astronaut who rises from a lake. It soon becomes clear that this is a future
Doctor, whose final message directs them to travel back to 1969 with a younger version of the Doctor. There they
meet ex-FBI agent Canton Everett Delaware the Third and President Richard Nixon, who is being haunted by
phone calls from a mysterious child, warning of an alien invasion. But the aliens are already on Earth, unable to be
captured by human memory -- and even the Doctor's companions are not immune.
“The Doctor's Wife” (A) - The Doctor receives a distress call from an old Time Lord friend, summoning him to a place
beyond the universe. Clinging to the hope that there may still be Time Lord survivors, the Doctor pilots the
TARDIS through a rift, only to find the time machine suddenly lifeless. Landing on a sentient planetoid called
House, the Doctor discovers that he has been lured into a trap. But as House tries to devour the TARDIS -- and
Amy and Rory along with it -- the Doctor finds an ally in Idris, a woman with whom he shares a deep, personal and
unexpected connection.
“A Good Man Goes to War” (A) - Months ago, a newly-pregnant Amy was kidnapped by the Headless Monks and their
agent, the ruthless Madame Kovarian. Now she has given birth to her daughter, Melody, who is to be taken away
so that she can be used as a weapon against the Doctor. But the Doctor and Rory have called in favors and gathered
a strike force to rescue Amy and Melody. Only River Song refuses to heed the Doctor's summons. She knows that
this is the day of the Doctor's greatest victory, and his greatest defeat... and the day that he will finally learn who
she is.
“Let's Kill Hitler” (B) - The Doctor returns to Leadworth to update Amy and Rory on his search for their daughter,
Melody, only to have the TARDIS hijacked to 1938 Berlin by Amy's friend Mels. But Mels is really a future
version of Melody, regenerated and brainwashed by the Silence into making an attempt on the Doctor's life. And
even as the Doctor hovers on the brink of death, a new threat appears: a shape-shifting Justice Vehicle, sent back in
time and tasked with prosecuting Melody Pond for her ultimate crime: the murder of the Doctor.
“The Girl Who Waited” (A) - The TARDIS lands on a planet ravaged by a plague which is fatal to beings with two hearts.
With the Doctor consigned to the Ship, his companions become separated across two time streams. Rory's stream
moves at a fraction of the pace of Amy's, because it's intended to allow loved ones to watch a plague victim's
whole life pass by. And when the Doctor synchronizes the streams, Rory finds himself confronted by an Amy who
has waited thirty-six years for rescue. As the Doctor tries desperately to put things right, Rory must deal with an
embittered Amy who may no longer want to be saved.
“The God Complex” (B) - The TARDIS brings the Doctor, Amy and Rory to what appears to be a hotel on Earth in the
1980s. But the rooms and corridors in this hotel move about, and the doors and windows open onto walls. Soon
they encounter a small band of human and alien survivors, and learn that somewhere in the hotel is a room
containing each person's darkest fear. Once they find it, they will inevitably begin to worship a mysterious entity
which stalks the hotel, killing those who praise it. One by one, the hotel claims its victims... and even Amy cannot
resist its lure.
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“Closing Time” (B) - Having left Amy and Rory behind for their own safety as he prepares for the end of his life, the
Doctor pays a visit to Craig Owens. Craig is now a father, struggling to bring up baby Alfie, and barely aware of
the strange events going on around him. People are going missing, unexplained electrical surges plague the
neighborhood, and a mysterious silver rat stalks the local shopping mall. Almost despite himself, Craig helps the
Doctor uncover the Cybermen and their Cybermats at work. But is this an invasion, or something else?
“The Wedding of River Song” (B) - The Doctor is destined to die at Lake Silencio, Utah, at 5:02 pm on the 22nd of April,
2011. However, River Song refuses to let history play out as it was intended, and inadvertently fractures time in the
process. The Doctor now finds himself on an Earth where all history is happening simultaneously, and only a
special few -- including Amy and River -- remember time as it was meant to be. But even as the Silence spring
their final trap, the Doctor knows that to stop time from disintegrating, he must still die on the shores of Lake
Silencio...
Season 33/New Series 7 – The Impossible Girl
Companions: Madge Arwell (a mother of two who rescues the Doctor just before WW2), Clara Oswald (a nanny from
2013 whom the Doctor meets twice before then -- once in the far future, once in the distant past -- and both times, he
watched her die), Amy, Rory, River, Vastra, Jenny, Strax
“The Doctor, the Widow and the Wardrobe” (C) - Just days before Christmas during World War II, Madge Arwell's
airman husband is lost over the English Channel. Dreading to tell the truth to her children, Lily and Cyril, Madge
takes them out of London to a old mansion house owned by a distant relative. The caretaker of the estate turns out
to be the Doctor, whom Madge rescued from a crisis years earlier. His plan is to ease Madge's heartbreak by giving
Lily and Cyril the merriest Christmas ever. But when he opens a portal to a wintry alien wonderland in the far
future, the Doctor inadvertently places all of them in terrible danger.
“Asylum of the Daleks” (A) - Their relationship in tatters, Amy and Rory suddenly find themselves kidnapped by the
Daleks and reunited with the Doctor. They have been brought together by the Emperor Dalek, who requires them
to infiltrate a prison planet called the Asylum which houses the insane outcasts of the Dalek race. A spaceship has
crashed there, offering a means of escape for the million of inmates. To complicate matters further, there was one
survivor of the accident: a brilliant computer hacker named Oswin, for whom the Doctor may be the only salvation
from a world of crazed Daleks.
“Dinosaurs on a Spaceship” (B) - In 2367, Earth's security forces are on high alert as an unidentified spaceship hurtles
towards the planet. The Doctor assembles a team to investigate, including the legendary Queen Nefertiti, a big
game hunter named Riddell, Amy, Rory... and, inadvertently, Rory's father Brian. Materializing aboard the mystery
ship, they're surprised to find it populated by dinosaurs. With time running out before the ship is blasted out of the
sky, the Doctor must confront a vicious criminal named Solomon, as the lives of his companions and the dinosaurs
hang in the balance.
“A Town Called Mercy” (B) - The Doctor, Amy and Rory arrive in Mercy, a frontier town in the Old West being
terrorised by a murderous cyborg. The cyborg is searching for Kahler-Jex, an alien surgeon who took refuge in
Mercy after his spaceship crashed in the desert nearby. The townsfolk -- led by their marshal, Isaac -- are
determined to safeguard Kahler-Jex, but supplies and morale are beginning to run low. And, as the Doctor
uncovers the sordid history between Kahler-Jex and the cyborg, he begins to realise that, sometimes, the line
between victim and monster is very blurry indeed.
“The Power of Three” (B) - Amy and Rory awake one morning to find that the entire planet Earth is overrun with little
black cubes. The Doctor is already investigating, suspecting an alien invasion, but the cubes are featureless and
inert. Even the assistance of Rory's father, Brian, and UNIT's Kate Stewart -- the daughter of the Doctor's old
friend, the Brigadier -- brings the Time Lord no closer to solving the mystery. And as the Doctor's stay stretches
into weeks and then months, Amy and Rory are forced to confront their own future as adventurers in time and
space.
“The Angels Take Manhattan” (A) - A restful stop for the TARDIS crew in modern-day Central Park becomes a crisis
when the Weeping Angels send Rory back to 1938. A pulp detective novel suddenly begins narrating Rory's fate,
providing the clues that the Doctor and Amy need to come to the rescue. Reunited with River Song, they discover
that the Angels have overrun New York City and are using it as an incubator for temporal energy, with Rory
caught in the center of the trap. Only a paradox will defeat them, but to create one, the Doctor may find himself
separated from Amy and Rory forever... The Weeping Angels send Amy and Rory back in time, beyond the reach of
the TARDIS.
“The Snowmen” (B) - The Doctor has retired to 1892 London. Despite the protests of old allies such as Madame Vastra,
Jenny and Strax, he is determined to keep out of mankind's affairs. However, a governess named Clara has
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stumbled upon a plot which only the Doctor can unravel, involving the death of her predecessor in ice and the
sinister Dr Simeon, who controls monsters made of sentient snow. And there is another mystery afoot: Clara is the
spitting image of Oswin Oswald, whom the Doctor saw die in the Dalek asylum...

“The Bells of St. John” (B) - All over the world, people are being found dead, slumped next to their computers. What no
one realizes is that the victims' minds are being harvested, uploaded through an insidious new wi-fi network run by
Miss Kizlet on behalf of a mysterious client. Using mobile robotic servers called Spoonheads, Miss Kizlet's reach
extends virtually everywhere -- and to almost everyone. Her latest victim is a young nanny named Clara Oswald.
But, fortunately, Clara is the same woman the Doctor has already seen die twice... and he's determined not to lose
her a third time. Eager to unravel the mystery of Clara's existence, the Doctor invites her to join him in the
TARDIS.
“Hide” (B) - The Doctor and Clara travel to Caliburn House in 1974. The owner of the estate, Alec Palmer, is investigating
the Witch of the Well, a ghost which has stalked the halls of Caliburn House for centuries -- and whose legend
dates back to before the mansion was even constructed. To assist him, he has recruited an empathic telepath named
Emma Grayling, who can sense the ghost's immense loneliness. The Doctor discovers that the Witch of the Well is
a mystery which transcends time and space -- and that the ghost is not the only thing haunting Caliburn House.
“The Crimson Horror” (B) - In 1893 Yorkshire, Mrs Winifred Gillyflower and her disfigured daughter warn of the
impending doomsday, and recruit followers for a community they have established called Sweetville. But
something strange is afoot in Sweetville: no one who moves there ever returns, and corpses have been found
floating downriver, their skin turned a hideous red. With the body count rising, Madame Vastra, Jenny and Strax
are asked to investigate Sweetville. But they soon discover that the latest victim of the so-called “Crimson Horror”
is none other than the Doctor himself.
“Nightmare in Silver” (B) - When she isn't travelling in the TARDIS, Clara is a nanny to Angie and Artie. And when her
two charges figure out that Clara has become a time traveler, the Doctor agrees to take them on a trip to the future
to visit Hedgewick's World of Wonders. Unfortunately, when the TARDIS lands, they discover that the legendary
theme park has been all but abandoned. Lurking in the shadows are the universe's last Cybermen, who see the
Doctor as the final hope for the survival of the Cyber race. Soon, the Time Lord finds himself dueling with the
Cyber Planner for control of his very mind.
“The Name of the Doctor” (A) - The Great Intelligence kidnaps Vastra, Jenny and Strax in order to lure the Doctor to
Trenzalore -- the planet which, at some point in his future, will become his last resting place. There, the Doctor's
timeline is laid bare, enabling the Intelligence to travel back and undo every good deed and heroic act the Doctor
has ever accomplished. Soon, Jenny is dead and Vastra is menaced by a newly warlike Strax. It falls to Clara to
sacrifice herself in order to restore her friend, save the universe... and uncover the Doctor's darkest secret.
2013 50th Anniversary Special
Companions: Clara
“The Day of the Doctor” (A) - On the last day of the Time War, a man who refuses to call himself “The Doctor” is faced
with an appalling choice: in order to end the bloodshed, he must use an ancient Time Lord weapon to slaughter
billions. Elsewhere, the Tenth Doctor hunts Zygons in Elizabethan England, while in the present day, the Eleventh
Doctor and Clara investigate a mystery at an art gallery. All of these events become intertwined, leading three
incarnations of the same Time Lord to confront the most terrible moment of their lives.
Season 34/New Series 8 – TBD
Companions: Clara
“The Time of the Doctor” (B) - A message echoing through all of time and space emanates from the farming village of
Christmas on the planet Trenzalore. With the assistance of Clara and Tasha Lem, pontiff of a mysterious religious
order, the Doctor discovers that the signal is a message from Gallifrey, coming through a crack in time from
another universe. Soon Trenzalore is under siege from massed hordes of the Doctor's worst enemies, as the spectre
of the Time War is raised anew. Years pass into centuries, and it seems that the last days of the Doctor's final life
are destined to be spent saving Christmas... The Doctor, granted a new cycle of regenerations by the Time Lords,
takes on the form of the 12th Doctor.
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The Twelfth Doctor, Peter Capaldi (2013-)
Season 34/New Series 8 - TBD
Companions: Clara
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List of Stories in Chronological Order
1st Doctor
Season 1
"An Unearthly Child" - No. 1, Nov 23, 1963, 4 parts
"The Daleks" - No. 2, Dec 21, 1963, 7 parts
"Marco Polo" - No. 4, Feb 22, 1964, 7 parts
"The Aztecs" - No. 6, May 23, 1964, 4 parts
Season 2
"The Dalek Invasion of Earth" - No. 10, Nov 21, 1964, 6 parts
"The Rescue" - No. 11, Jan 2, 1965, 2 parts
"The Romans" - No. 12, Jan 16, 1965, 4 parts
"The Chase" - No. 16, May 22, 1965, 6 parts
"The Time Meddler" - No. 17, Jul 3, 1965, 4 parts
Season 3
"The Myth Makers" - No. 20, Oct 16, 1965, 4 parts
"The Daleks' Master Plan" - No. 21, Nov 13, 1965, 12 parts
"The Massacre of St. Bartholomew's Eve" - No. 22, Feb 5, 1966, 4 parts
"The Savages" - No. 26, May 28, 1966, 4 parts
"The War Machines" - No. 27, Jun 25, 1966, 4 parts
Season 4
"The Tenth Planet" - No. 29, Oct 8, 1966, 4 parts
2nd Doctor
Season 4
"The Power of the Daleks" - No. 30, Nov 5, 1966, 6 parts
"The Highlanders" - No. 31, Dec 17, 1966, 4 parts
"The Faceless Ones" - No. 35, Apr 8, 1967, 6 parts
"The Evil of the Daleks" - No. 36, May 20, 1967, 7 parts
Season 5
"The Tomb of the Cybermen" - No. 37, Sep 2, 1967, 4 parts
"The Abominable Snowmen" - No. 38, Sep 30, 1967, 6 parts
"The Ice Warriors" - No. 39, Nov 11, 1967, 6 parts
"The Web of Fear" - No. 41, Feb 3, 1968, 6 parts
"Fury from the Deep" - No. 42, Mar 16, 1968, 6 parts
"The Wheel in Space" - No. 43, Apr 27, 1968, 6 parts
Season 6
"The Mind Robber" - No. 45, Sep 14, 1968, 5 parts
"The Invasion" - No. 46, Nov 2, 1968, 8 parts
"The Seeds of Death" - No. 48, Jan 25, 1969, 6 parts
"The War Games" - No. 50, Apr 19, 1969, 10 parts
3rd Doctor
Season 7
"Spearhead from Space" - No. 51, Jan 3, 1970, 4 parts
"The Silurians" - No. 52, Jan 31, 1970, 7 parts
"The Ambassadors of Death" - No. 53, Mar 21, 1970, 7 parts
"Inferno" - No. 54, May 9, 1970, 7 parts
Season 8
"The Terror of the Autons" - No. 55, Jan 2, 1971, 4 parts
"The Mind of Evil" - No. 56, Jan 30, 1971, 6 parts
"The Daemons" - No. 59, May 22, 1971, 5 parts
Season 9
"Day of the Daleks" - No. 60, Jan 1, 1972, 4 parts
"The Curse of Peladon" - No. 61, Jan 29, 1972, 4 parts
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"The Sea Devils" - No. 62, Feb 26, 1972, 6 parts
Season 10
"The Three Doctors" - No. 65, Dec 30, 1972, 4 parts
"Carnival of Monsters" - No. 66, Jan 27, 1973, 4 parts
"Frontier in Space" - No. 67, Feb 24, 1973, 6 parts
"The Green Death" - No. 69, May 19, 1973, 6 parts
Season 11
"The Time Warrior" - No. 70, Dec 15, 1973, 4 parts
"Planet of the Spiders" - No. 74, May 4, 1974, 6 parts
4th Doctor
Season 12
"Robot" - No. 75, Dec 28, 1974, 4 parts
"The Ark in Space" - No. 76, Jan 25, 1975, 4 parts
"The Sontaran Experiment" - No. 77, Feb 22, 1975, 2 parts
"Genesis of the Daleks" - No. 78, Mar 8, 1975, 6 parts
Season 13
"Terror of the Zygons" - No. 80, Aug 30, 1975, 4 parts
"Planet of Evil" - No. 81, Sep 27, 1975, 4 parts
"Pyramids of Mars" - No. 82, Oct 25, 1975, 4 parts
"The Android Invasion" - No. 83, Nov 22, 1975, 4 parts
"The Brain of Morbius" - No. 84, Jan 3, 1976, 4 parts
"The Seeds of Doom" - No. 85, Jan 31, 1976, 6 parts
Season 14
"Masque of Mandragora" - No. 86, Sep 4, 1976, 4 parts
"The Hand of Fear" - No. 87, Oct 2, 1976, 4 parts
"The Deadly Assassin" - No. 88, Oct 30, 1976, 4 parts
"The Face of Evil" - No. 89, Jan 1, 1977, 4 parts
"The Robots of Death" - No. 90, Jan 29, 1977, 4 parts
"The Talons of Weng-Chiang" - No. 91, Feb 26, 1977, 6 parts
Season 15
"The Horror of Fang Rock" - No. 92, Sep 3, 1977, 4 parts
"The Invisible Enemy" - No. 93, Oct 1, 1977, 4 parts
"Image of the Fendahl" - No. 94, Oct 29, 1977, 4 parts
"The Sun Makers" - No. 95, Nov 26, 1977, 4 parts
"The Invasion of Time" - No. 97, Feb 4, 1978, 6 parts
Season 16
"The Ribos Operation" - No. 98, Sep 2, 1978, 4 parts
"The Pirate Planet" - No. 99, Sep 30, 1978, 4 parts
"The Stones of Blood" - No. 100, Oct 28, 1978, 4 parts
"The Androids of Tara" - No. 101, Nov 25, 1978, 4 parts
"The Power of Kroll" - No. 102, Dec 23, 1978, 4 parts
"The Armageddon Factor" - No. 103, Jan 20, 1979, 6 parts
Season 17
"Destiny of the Daleks" - No. 104, Sep 1, 1979, 4 parts
"City of Death" - No. 105, Sep 29, 1979, 4 parts
Season 18
"Full Circle" - No. 111, Oct 25, 1980, 4 parts
"State of Decay" - No. 112, Nov 22, 1980, 4 parts
"Warriors' Gate" - No. 113, Jan 3, 1981, 4 parts
"The Keeper of Traken" - No. 114, Jan 31, 1981, 4 parts
"Logopolis" - No. 115, Feb 28, 1981, 4 parts
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5th Doctor
Season 19
"Castrovalva" - No. 116, Jan 4, 1982, 4 parts
"Kinda" - No. 118, Feb 1, 1982, 4 parts
"The Visitation" - No. 119, Feb 15, 1982. 4 parts
"Black Orchid" - No. 120, Mar 1, 1982, 2 parts
"Earthshock" - No. 121, Mar 8, 1982, 4 parts
Season 20
"Snakedance" - No. 124, Jan 18, 1983, 4 parts
"Mawdryn Undead" - No. 125, Feb 1, 1983, 4 parts
"Terminus" - No. 126, Feb 15, 1983, 4 parts
"Enlightenment" - No. 127, Mar 1, 1983, 4 parts
"The King's Demons" - No. 128, Mar 15, 1983, 2 parts
"The Five Doctors" - No. 129, Nov 23, 1983, 1 part (20th Anniversary Special)
Season 21
"Frontios" - No. 132, Jan 26, 1984, 4 parts
"Resurrection of the Daleks" - No. 133, Feb 8, 1984, 2 parts
"Planet of Fire" - No. 134, Feb 23, 1984, 4 parts
"The Caves of Androzani" - No. 135, Mar 8, 1984, 4 parts
6th Doctor
Season 21
"The Twin Dilemma" - No. 136, Mar 22, 1984, 4 parts
Season 22
"Vengeance on Varos" - No. 138, Jan 19, 1985, 2 parts
"The Two Doctors" - No. 140, Feb 16, 1985, 3 parts
"Revelation of the Daleks" - No. 142, Mar 23, 1985, 2 parts
Season 23 - The Trial of a Time Lord
Part 1: "The Mysterious Planet" - No. 143A, Sep 6, 1986, 4 parts
Part 2: "Mindwarp" - No. 143B, Oct 4, 1986, 4 parts
Part 3: "Terror of the Vervoids" - No. 143C, Nov 1, 1986, 4 parts
Part 4: "The Ultimate Foe" - No. 143D, Nov 29, 1986, 2 parts
7th Doctor
Season 24
"Time and the Rani" - No. 144, Sep 7, 1987, 4 parts
"Dragonfire" - No. 147, Nov 23, 1987, 3 parts
Season 25
"Remembrance of the Daleks" - No. 148, Oct 5, 1988, 4 parts
"The Greatest Show in the Galaxy" - No. 151, Dec 14, 1988, 4 parts
Season 26
"Ghost Light" - No. 153, Oct 4, 1989, 3 parts
"The Curse of Fenric" - No. 154, Oct 25, 1989, 4 parts
"Survival" - No. 155, NOv 22, 1989, 3 parts
8th Doctor
"Doctor Who: The Movie" - No. 156, May 12, 1996, 1 part (TV movie)
9th Doctor
Season 27/New Series 1
"Rose" - No. 157, Mar 26, 2005, 1 part
"The End of the World" - No. 158, Apr 2, 2005, 1 part
"The Unquiet Dead" - No. 159, Apr 9, 2005, 1 part
"Dalek" - No. 161, Apr 30, 2005, 1 part
"The Long Game" - No. 162, May 7, 2005, 1 part
"Father's Day" - No. 163, May 14, 2005, 1 part
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"The Empty Child" / "The Doctor Dances" - No. 164, May 21, 2005, 2 parts
"Bad Wolf" / "The Parting of the Ways" - No. 166, Jun 11, 2005, 2 parts
10th Doctor
Season 28/New Series 2
"The Christmas Invasion" - No. 167, Dec 25, 2005, 1 part
"Tooth and Claw" - No. 169, Apr 22, 2006, 1 part
"School Reunion" - No. 170, Apr 29, 2006, 1 part
"The Girl in the Fireplace" - No. 171, May 6, 2006, 1 part
"Rise of the Cybermen" / "Age of Steel" - No. 172, May 13, 2006, 2 parts
"The Impossible Planet" / "The Satan Pit" - No. 174, Jun 3, 2006, 2 parts
"Army of Ghosts" / "Doomsday" - No. 177, Jul 1, 2006, 2 parts
Season 29/New Series 3
"The Runaway Bride" - No. 178, Dec 25, 2006, 1 part
"Smith and Jones" - No. 179, Mar 31, 2007, 1 part
"The Shakespeare Code" - No. 180, Apr 7, 2007, 1 part
"Gridlock" - No. 181, Apr 14, 2007, 1 part
"Human Nature" / "The Family of Blood" - No. 185, May 26, 2007, 2 parts
"Blink" - No. 186, Jun 9, 2007, 1 part
"Utopia" / "The Sound of Drums" / "Last of the Time Lords" - No. 187, Jun 16, 2007, 3 parts
Season 30/New Series 4
"Voyage of the Damned" - No. 188, Dec 25, 2007, 1 part
"Partners in Crime" - No. 189, Apr 5, 2008, 1 part
"The Fires of Pompeii" - No. 190, Apr 12, 2008, 1 part
"Planet of the Ood" - No. 191, Apr 19, 2008, 1 part
"The Sontaran Strategem" / "The Poison Sky" - No. 192, Apr 26, 2008, 2 parts
"The Doctor's Daughter" - No. 193, May 10, 2008, 1 part
"The Unicorn and the Wasp" - No. 194, May 17, 2008, 1 part
"Silence in the Library" / "Forest of the Dead" - No. 195, May 31, 2008, 2 parts
"Midnight" - No. 196, Jun 14, 2008, 1 part
"Turn Left" - No. 197, Jun 21, 2008, 1 part
"The Stolen Earth" / "Journey's End" - No. 198, Jun 28, 2008, 2 parts
2008-2010 Specials
"The Next Doctor" - No. 199, Dec 25, 2008, 1 part
"Planet of the Dead" - No. 200, Apr 11, 2009, 1 part
"The Waters of Mars" - No. 201, Nov 15, 2009, 1 part
"The End of Time" - No. 202, Dec 25, 2009, 2 parts
11th Doctor
Season 31/New Series 5
"The Eleventh Hour" - No. 203, Apr 3, 2010, 1 part
"The Beast Below" - No. 204, Apr 10, 2010, 1 part
"Time of Angels" / "Flesh and Stone" - No. 206, Apr 24, 2010, 2 parts
"The Vampires of Venice" - No. 207, May 8, 2010, 1 part
"Amy's Choice" - No. 208, May 15, 2010, 1 part
"The Hungry Earth" / "Cold Blood" - No. 209, May 22, 2010, 2 parts
"Vincent and the Doctor" - No. 210, Jun 5, 2010, 1 part
"The Lodger" - No. 211, Jun 12, 2010, 1 part
"The Pandorica Opens" / "The Big Bang" - No. 212, Jun 19, 2010, 2 parts
Season 32/New Series 6
"A Christmas Carol" - No. 213, Dec 25, 2010, 1 part
"The Impossible Astronaut" / "Day of the Moon" - No. 214, Apr 23, 2011, 2 parts
"The Doctor's Wife" - No 216, May 14, 2011, 1 part
"A Good Man Goes to War" - No. 218, Jun 4, 2011, 1 part
"Let's Kill Hitler" - No. 219, Aug 27, 2011, 1 part
"The Girl Who Waited" - No. 221, Sep 10, 2011, 1 part
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"The God Complex" - No. 222, Sep 17, 2011, 1 part
"Closing Time" - No. 223, Sep 24, 2011, 1 part
"The Wedding of River Song" - No. 224, Oct 1, 2011, 1 part
Season 33/New Series 7
"The Doctor, the Widow and the Wardrobe" - No. 225, Dec 25, 2011, 1 part
"Asylum of the Daleks" - No. 226, Sep 1, 2012, 1 part
"Dinosaurs on a Spaceship" - No. 227, Sep 8, 2012, 1 part
"A Town Called Mercy" – No. 228, Sep 12, 2012, 1 part
"The Power of Three" - No. 229, Sep 22, 2012, 1 part
"The Angels Take Manhattan" - No. 230, Sep 29, 2012, 1 part
"The Snowmen" - No. 231, Dec 25, 2012, 1 part
"The Bells of St. John" - No. 232, Mar 30, 2013, 1 part
"Hide" - No. 235, Apr 20, 2013, 1 part
"The Crimson Horror" - No. 237, May 4, 2013, 1 part
"Nightmare in Silver" - No. 238, May 11, 2013, 1 part
"The Name of the Doctor" - No. 239, May 18, 2013, 1 part
50th Anniversary Special
"The Day of the Doctor”* - No. 240, Nov 23, 2013, 1 part
Season 34/New Series 8
"The Time of the Doctor", No. 241, Dec 25, 2013, 1 part
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List of Grade “A” Episodes (by Ranking)
“Blink” (Season 29/New Series 3) by Steven Moffat
“The Day of the Doctor” (50th Anniversary Special) by Steven Moffat
“The Girl in the Fireplace” (Season 28/New Series 2) by Steven Moffat
“Silence in the Library” / “Forest of the Dead” (Season 30/New Series 4) by Steven Moffat
“The Empty Child” / “The Doctor Dances” (Season 27/New Series 1) by Steven Moffat
“The Name of the Doctor” (Season 33/New Series 7) by Steven Moffat
“Human Nature” / “The Family of Blood” (Season 29/New Series 3) by Paul Cornell
“Genesis of the Daleks” (Season 12) by Terry Nation
“Talons of Weng-Chiang” (Season 14) by Robert Holmes and Robert Banks Stewart
“The Doctor's Wife” (Season 32/New Series 6) by Neil Gaiman
“City of Death” (Season 17) by Douglas Adams, Graham Williams and David Fisher
“The Caves of Androzani” (Season 21) by Robert Holmes
“The Pandorica Opens” / “The Big Bang” (Season 31/New Series 5) by Steven Moffat
“Bad Wolf” / “The Parting of the Ways” (Season 27/New Series 1) by Russell T. Davies
“The Eleventh Hour” (Season 31/New Series 5) by Steven Moffat
“Army of Ghosts” / “Doomsday” (Season 28/New Series 2) by Russell T. Davies
“The Impossible Astronaut” / “The Day of the Moon” (Season 32/New Series 6) by Steven Moffat
“Dalek” (Season 27/New Series 1) by Robert Shearman
“Pyramids of Mars” (Season 13) by Robert Holmes and Lewis Greifer
“The Impossible Planet” / “The Satan Pit” (Season 28/New Series 2) by Matt Jones
“Vincent and the Doctor” (Season 31/New Series 5) by Richard Curtis
“The Time of Angels” / “Flesh and Stone” (Season 31/New Series 5) by Steven Moffat
“A Good Man Goes to War” (Season 32/New Series 6) by Steven Moffat
“Utopia” / “The Sound of Drums” / “Last of the Time Lords” (Season 29/New Series 3) by Russell T. Davies
“Inferno” (Season 7) by Don Houghton
“Turn Left” (Season 30/New Series 4) by Russel T. Davies
“The Stolen Earth” / “Journey's End” (Season 30/New Series 4) by Russell T. Davies
“The Seeds of Doom” (Season 13) by Robert Banks Stewart
“Asylum of the Daleks” (Season 33/New Series 7) by Steven Moffat
“The Robots of Death” (Season 14) by Chris Boucher
“Midnight” (Season 30/New Series 4) by Russell T. Davies
“The Deadly Assassin” (Season 14) by Robert Holmes
“The Waters of Mars” (2010 Specials) by Russel T. Davies and Phil Ford
“The Angels Take Manhattan” (Season 33/New Series 7) by Steven Moffat
“School Reunion” (Season 28/New Series 2) by Toby Whithouse
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“The War Games” (Season 6) by Malcolm Hulke & Terrance Dicks
“The Web of Fear” (Season 5) by Mervyn Haisman & Henry Lincoln
“Remembrance of the Daleks” (Season 25) by Ben Aaronovitch
“The Girl Who Waited” (Season 32/New Series 6) by Tom MacRae
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Sources and Other Links
Global Episode Opinion Survey (GEOS)
Classic Series - http://www.geos.tv/index.php/index?sid=185
New Series - http://www.geos.tv/index.php/index?sid=123
Doctor Who Dynamic Rankings - http://www.dewhurstdesigns.co.uk/dynamic/full/results.php
TV.com
Classic Series - http://www.tv.com/shows/doctor-who/episodes/
New Series - http://www.tv.com/shows/doctor-who-2005/episodes/
IMDb
Classic Series - http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0056751/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
New Series - http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0436992/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
A Brief History of Time (Travel) - http://www.shannonsullivan.com/drwho/
DoctorWho.com Episode Guide - http://www.doctorwho.com/episode-guide/
BBC Doctor Who Page - http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b006q2x0
BBC Doctor Who Classic Series Episode Guide - http://www.bbc.co.uk/doctorwho/classic/episodeguide/
TARDIS Data Core, the Doctor Who Wiki - http://tardis.wikia.com/wiki/Doctor_Who_Wiki
The Doctor Who on North American DVD, Blu-Ray, and VHS Frequently Asked Questions Lists http://home.comcast.net/~smanfred/index.html
The Doctor Who Podcast - http://thedoctorwhopodcast.com/
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